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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The effect of stress on the electrical properties of p-n junctions has been
studied since 1950. In the fifties the effect of hydrastatic pressures on the /-V
characteristics were measured, while since 1960 the effect of high localized
stresses on p-n junctions received greater attention. These localized stresses
were applied by means of small semihemispherical styli which were pressed
perpendicularly onto the surfaces of the devices. Beneath these styli large
stresses were generated in the semiconductor and large changes in the /-V
characteristics were observed.
The intention of our investigations on the effect of localized stress on the
electrical properties of transistors and diodes was to deduce the cause of the
large changes in the characteristics. Apart from the fact that this effect in itself
was interesting to study, it was important to obtain a good understanding of
the stress effect because of the possible applications in very small stress transducers.
In chapter 2 a general discussion on the infiuence of stress on the characteristics of germanium and silicon p-n junctions is given. The various parameters
which influence the changes of the currents are treated and a review is given
of the measurements on transistors, diodes and p-s-n structures. Irreversible
effects and possible applications are described in sec. 4 and in the last section.
In the following chapters a detailed description is given of the experiments
which are performed on the effect of localized stress on p-n junctions and of the
interpretations of the various results. These chapters are nearly equal to a
number of papers written by the author and publisbed elsewhere 1 - 4 ).
In chapter 3 the measurements on the stress sensitivity of the collector and
base currents of silicon transistors are described using rounded probes with
various radii of curvature. The transistor is an ideal device to study the effect
owing to the possibility of measuring the influence of stress on the electron
as well as on the hole current passing through the emitter-base junction. The
stress gradient in the transistor has to be taken into account for the interpretation of the results of experiments with probes for which the radius of the
area of contact between the stylus and the surface of the transistor is about
equal to the thickness of the emitter region, while for larger contact areas the
gradient can be neglected.
In chapters 4 and 5 a description of measurements carried out on germanium
diodes and p-s-n structures is given. The sensitivity to localized stress of the
forward and reverse currents in diodes is compared with the results of measurements performed under homogeneons uniaxial stresses. Experiments on the
stress dependenee of the stored charge of p-s-n structures make it possible to
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measure the changes in the minority-carrier density due to stress, the key
parameter of the effect of pressure on the /-V characteristics of p-n junctions.
From the results of the experiments described in the ehapters 3 to 5, with
the stress applied in the (lll) direction, it is concluded that the stress dependenee of the energy gap causes the changes in the /-V characteristics. Quantitative
results for the pressure dependenee of the energy gap under uniaxial stresses
are obtained by introducing a simplified pressure pattem generated in the semiconductor beneath the rounded probes. In the last ehapter of this thesis the
measurements on silicon and germanium diodes carried out with the stress
applied along the three main crystallographic directions are described and the
quantitative results for the stress dependenee of the energy gap are compared
with the results obtained from the phenomenological deformation-potential
theory. Also the validity of the simplified pressure pattem is extensively
discussed.
REFERENCES
1

)
2)

3)
4
)

Philips Res. Repts 20, 415-431, 1965 (chapter 3 of this thesis).
J. appl. Phys. 37, 2066-2068, 1966 (chapter 4 of this thesis).
Philips Res. Repts 21, 85-103, 1966 (chapter 5 of this thesis).
Philips Res. Repts 23, 25-47, 1968 (chapter 6 of this thesis).

CHAPTER 2

A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECT OF STRESS
ON GERMANIUM AND SILICON p-n JUNCTIONS
1. Introduetion
In this chapter a general discussion on the measurements ofthe stress dependenee ofthe I- V characteristics ofp~njunctions wil\. he given. In genera], measurements on p-n junctions in silicon and germanium are discussed but also some
work on GaAs junctions will he described.
In 1951 Hall et al. 1 ) measured the hydrostatic-pressure dependenee of the
current-voltage characteristics of germanium p-n junctions (made by a:- partiele
bombardment). Hall proposed that the change in the I- V characteristics could
he explained by assuming the energy gap to he pressure-dependent. Calculation
of this pressure dependenee was found to he in reasonable agreement with
valnes obtained in later years by different methods, for example by optica}
measurements and by measuring the change in resistivity of intrinsic samples
of germanium due to hydrastatic pressure. In 1960 measurements on tunnel
diodes under hydrastatic pressure were reported by Milier et al. 2 ) and Nathan
et al. 3 ) and they also attributed the change of the tunnelling probability to
changes in the energy gap.
In 1960 Esaki and Miyahara 4 ) reported current changes in silicon tunnel
diodes when stressed with a needie perpendicular to the surface of the diode.
In 1962 Rindner 5) reported an anisotropic stress effect (A.S.E.) in silicon and
germanium diodes. By using small hemispherical iudenters to stress the diodes

n-type silicon

Fig. 1. Planar diode stressed by a rounded stylus.
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(the area stressed being typically a few square microns) he could measure changes
in the 1- V characteristics. The measurement ofthe A.S.E. is obviously dependent
on the ratio of the stressed to unstressed areas of the diode. The change LIJ in
the current passing through the stressed area should be of the same order as
the diode current for this effect to be observed. After Rindner had reported
the A.S.E., many investigations were carried out concerning the origin of the
current changes. Basically two mechanisms were proposed. The first mechanism
introduced by Rindner, Bernard and Roth 5 • 6 ) ascribed the current changes
to reversible stress-induced generation-recombination eentres while the second,
introduced by Edwards 7 ), Wortman et al. 8 ) and the author (present thesis),
explained the results as being due to changes in the energy gap caused by stress.
The following sections will contain a discussion of these mechanisms together
with a review of the published work on this subject.
There were many reasons why the effect of stress on p-n junctions received
relatively great attention. Besides the fact that the effect in itself was interesting,
immediate applications were seen in the field of pressure transducers, for
example microphones, accelerometers and strain gauges. A major consideration
was the possible small size of the device. This would make them very useful,
for example for medical purposes where they would facilitate the measurement
of blood pressure inside living organisms. Another reason to study the effect
is that during fabrication of diodes and transistors stresses can be generated
in the semiconducting material by high densities of impurities or by the difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion of the semiconductor and
the passivating layer. From the above it follows that it is important to obtain
a good understanding of the effect.
Our first investigations concerning the stress effect were carried out with the
aid of transistors (see chapter 3). By measuring the changes in the collector
current and in the base current due to localized stress applied with small
rounded probes at constant voltage across the eruitter-base junction, the influence of stress on the electron currents, as well as on the hole currents passing
through the junction, could be measured separately. In this way the condusion
could be made that no excess recombination was generated by stress caused
by probes with large radii of curvature and that the pressure dependenee of the
energy gap was the only cause of the current changes. A quantitative interpretation of the experiments resulted in a value of the pressure dependenee of
the energy gap for silicon stressed along the 111) direction. The differences
observed between the sensitivity to stress of the collector current and base current for points with small radii of curvature are ascribed to the energy-gap
gradient in the transistor and not to excess recombination in the base and
emitter.
Measurements on germanium diodes (see chapter 4) with localized stress
applied in the <III) direction showed that the pressure sensitivity of the for-

<
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ward and reverse currents are the same. Quantitative results for the pressure
dependenee of the energy gap, obtained by assuming that the change in energy
gap is the only cause of the variations in the currents, agreed quite well with
the results obtained from experiments on diodes performed under homogeneous
stresses.
To be very sure that the changes in the currents of p-n junctions were governed
only by energy-gap changes and that the changes in the Iifetime are negligible
for points with large as well as with small radii of curvature, measurements of
the stored charge and the forward current of germanium p-s-n junctions as a
function of stress were carried out simultaneously (see chapter 5). The results
were in agreement with the conclusions of the transistor measurements. In this
way it was proved by different methods that the pressure dependenee of the
energy gap is the major cause of the changes in the currents of p-n junctions
due to loalized stress.
After this condusion it was possible to obtain values of the pressure dependenee ofthe energy gap for stresses applied in the main crystallographic directions
by rounded probes (see chapter 6). The agreement between these values and
those obtained with the aid of the deformation-potential theory was striking
and this again is a proof that the energy-gap changes describe the current
changes very well.
In the following sections a more detailed discussion of the effect will be given
and it also will be shown that the results of experiments used as arguments in
favour of the mechanism which describes the current changes as being due to
strain-induced generation-recombination centres, mostly can be interpreted as
being caused by the changes in the energy gap.
2. Measurements on transistors Wider localized stress
The u se of a transistor as a device to study the effect of stress on p-n junctions
bas some clear advantages. In the first place it is possible by using an n-p-n
transistor to m~asure the influence of stress on the collector current, i.e. the
injected electrans from the emitter through the base to the collector, as well
as the inftuence of stress on the base current and especially the influence on
that part of the base current which is determined by the injected holes from
the base, through the emitter to the emitter contact. In this way the behaviour
under stress of the electrans and the holes flowing across the emitter-base
junction in opposite directions are measured separately and more information
is obtained than by measuring the change in currents of a single diode. In the
second place the inftuence of stress on the recombination process of charge
carriers in the base and in the emitter can be determined by camparing the
sensitivity to stress of the collector and base currents. An excess recombination
lowers the change of the collector current and adds to the change of the base
current.
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2.1. Collector current
The collector current of an n-p-n transistor is given by
AeDnn 12
Ie= - - - - e x p (eVebfkT),

(1)

when the bulk recombination is the base is neglected (see sec. 3 of chapter 3);
A is the emitter surface area, e the electron charge, Dn the ditfusion constant
for the electrons in the base, n 12 the np product for silicon in thermal equilibrium, de the depth of the emitter-base junction and db the thickness of the
base region, NA the acceptor concentration in the base and Veb is the external
voltage applied across the emitter-base junction, while the z axis is the normal
to the surface.
The amount of dopant in the base does not change with stress if it is assumed
that all impurities in the base are ionized. The measured increase ofthe collector
current under stress at constant Veb can therefore only be caused by an increase
of Dn and n 12 , as can beseen from eq. (1). Now Dn = flnkTje, where fln is the
electron mobility in p-type material and Kanda 9 ) reported recently that fln
decreases for small uniaxial stresses. This is due tothefact that the degeneracy
of the minima of the conduction band for silicon and germanium is reduced
by uniaxial stress (see chapter 6). This has as a consequence that there will be
a redistribution of the electrons over the valleys, because electrons migrate to
the valleys of lower energy. Another consequence is that the mobility becomes
anisotropic. When the stress becomes higher the mobility is determined only by
the minima of lower energy. The result is that the mobility changes with stress
until the population transfer is finished and then remains constant. The ratio
of the minority-carrier mobility under stress, fln', and without stress, fln, in
p-type germanium and silicon is calculated by Kanda and it is shown that
fln'lfln ~ 1. When a transistor is s.tressed by a small semi-hemispherically
shaped stylus the stresses in the emitter and base regions are high and nearly
uniaxial (see chapter 6). The mobility will therefore have reached the constant
value and will not give a contribution to the relative current changes for these
stress levels.
From the above it is clear that the measured increase of the collector current
is due to changes in n/ and is therefore due to changes of the energy gap caused
by stress if the recombination in the base region is neglected. However, a stressinduced recombination in the base (i.e. a decrease of the lifetime in the base)
can lower the influence of the changes of the energy gap on the collector current.
This excess recombination in the base would give an extra increase in the base
current.
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2.2. Base current
If the leakage current flowing across the base-collector junction of an n-p-n
transistor is neglected the base current can he divided into two parts. The first
part, often called the ideal part, having a slope of the In I versus v.b curve
of efkT, is due to the injection of holes from the base into the emitter (which
current is described by a similar formula as given for the collector current,
assuming that the diffusion length of the holes in the emitter is larger than
the thickness of the emitter; see sec. 3 of chapter 3) and also to recombination
in the base of injected electrous from the emitter. The second part, the nonideal part, with a slope of the In I versus v.b curve smaller than efkT, results
from recombination in the spacc-charge region of the emittcr-base junction
and from "surface effects".
The slope of the curve obtained by plotting the increase of the base current
under stress on a semi-logarithmic scale versus In Veb is found to be efkT and
this indicates that only the ideal part of the base current changes with stress.
The increase of the base current is therefore caused by excess recombination
of charge carriers in the base or by an increase of the injection of holes from
the base into the emitter. The increase of this injection can be caused by an
increase of the mobility of the holes in the n-type emitter ,uP, by an increase
of n 12 or by a deercase in the lifetime of the holes in the emitter if the diffusion
length of these holes is smaller than the emitter thickness. The mobility ftp
changes with uniaxial stress due to the rednetion of the degeneracy at the top
of the valenee band. Kanda 9 ) bas pointed out that ftp increases with stress
up to a certain value of stress above which ftp remains constant. The stress
levels in experiments with small probes are high and therefore only an increase
of n12 or a change in the recombination process in the base and in the emitter
can account for the relative increase of the base current at these stress levels.
2.3. Discussion of the experiments

In chapter 3 a quantitative analysis of the results of the measurements carried
out on transistors under localized stress is given. It is found that for probes
with large radii of curvature (i.e. the stresses do not change with depth in the
emitter and base region) the sensitivity to stress ofthe collector and base current
is the same. From this it can be concluded that there is no contribution from
excess recombination in the base or emitter region to these currents.
For probes with small radii of curvature a difference between the sensitivity
tostressof the base and collector currents is observed (see chapter 3 and ref. 7).
The stress gradient in the base and emitter regions causes an energy-gap gradient. The calculated influence of this energy-gap gradient on the current
changes gives a reasonable agreement with the experimental results. The sensitivity of tlie base current is increased and the sensitivity of the collector current
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to stress is decreased because an aiding electric field for the holes in the emitter
and a retarding electric field for the electrans in the base is caused by the energy~
gap gradient.
Touchy 10) and Matukura 11 ) have performed measurements on transistors
by measuring the change of the current gain as a function of stress. A decrease
of the current gain is observed (measured with the base current kept constant)
and Matukura bas suggested that this decrease results from excess recombi~
nation in the base region. However, this decrease can also beexplained by the
influence of the energy-gap gradient. The collector current has to decrease with
increasing stress if the base current is kept constant, because the sensitivity to
stress for the base current is larger than for the collector current when probes
with small radü of curvature are used and the result is a decrease of the gain.
The relative increase of the collector current is sametimes larger than the relative
increase of the base current at low current levels because the non-ideal part of
the base current is less stress-sensitive than the ideal part. Therefore an increase
in gain can be observed for small currents and at low stress levels.
3. Measurements on diodes under localized stress
Having the results of the experiments on transistors, measurements were
made on single diodes. A difference between the transistor and diode measurements is that the lifetime is found explicitely in the equations descrihing the
currents of the diode and not in some of the equations of the main transistor
currents. By using diodes the influence of stress on the reverse currents can also
be measured but the influence of stress on the two different current carriers
cannot be measured separately.
3.1. The diode currents

The mechanism of current flow in a diode is due to the superposition of two
components, the ditfusion current and the generation or recombination current.
The ditfusion current resulting from an external bias V across an n+ -p junction
is given by 12 )

AeDnn 12
Idiff,n =

NA(D,.r:p) 112

[exp (e V/kT)- 1].

(2)

The symbols used in eq. (2) have the same meaning as given in sec. 2.2
while r:P is the effective lifetime of the electroos in the p-type region. This lifetime can be written
1

(3)

where Nr is the concentratien of the recombination eentres per unit volume,
is the capture cross-section for electrans of these eentres and vth is the

<J,.
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thermal velocity of the charge carriers. The influence of stress on Dn may he
neglected for the high stress levels as was pointed out in the preceding section.
The increase of the current under stress at constant voltage can therefore only
he explained by either a decrease of the energy gap (n 1) or a decrease of the
etfective lifetime rp (due to stress-induced recombination eentres or a change
of their capture cross-section).
Under forward-bias condition also the recombination of charge carriers within the space-charge region of the junction gives a contribution to the current.
This recombination current can he approximated by 13)
Irec

=

en i

2rp

A W exp (e V/2kT),

(4)

where W is the thickness of the space-charge region. The change of Irec with
stress can also he explained by energy-gap changes and lifetime changes. The
ratio of the ditfusion and recombination currents is
1

dlff ,n

=

2

lrec

n-(D T ) 112
' n P
exp (e V/2kT).
WNA

(5)

Under reverse-bias condition the generation of charge carriers within the
space-charge region gives a contribution to the reverse current. The ratio of
the ditfusion and generation currents is given by 13)
ldtrr,n =
/gen

2

nt(Dnrp) 112

(6)

WNA

The ditfusion current and the generation or recombination current hebave
ditferently under stress as can he seen from the equations descrihing these
currents. The ratio of the currents depends on the value of n 1 and on the applied
voltage. This means that this ratio is larger for germanium than for silicon.
Por germanium the ditfusion current is larger than the generation or recombination current in the forward direction and for smaller voltages in the reverse
direction. Por silicon the generation current is larger than the ditfusion current
and the recombination current is dominant for smaller values of the forward
voltages while the forward current for higher voltages is governed by ditfusion
(see eq. (5)).

3.2. Discussion of the experiments
By assuming the stress dependenee of the energy gap to be the only cause
for the changes in the currents, quantitative results were obtained for germanium
stressed with a small round point along the (111) direction, using a simplified
pressure pattern. As discussed in chapter 4, the relative sensitivity to stress of
the forward and reverse current were found to he the same. The value obtained
for the stress dependenee of the energy gap was in reasonable agreement with

10
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a value obtained from experiments on diodes under homogeneous stresses.
This indicates that the simplified pressure pattem is a good approximation.
To besure that the changes in the lifetime play a minor role in the effect of
stress on the J- V characteristics of diodes, measurements of the stored charge
in p-n junctions were carried out as a function of stress. The stored charge was
measured by integrating the reverse current during a blocking voltage pulse
applied to a diode which was biased in the forward direction. As shown in
chapter 5, the sensitivity to stress of the stored charge of p-n junctions was too
small to obtain quantitative results. With the aid of p-s-n structures with a
thin s region with low doping level between a p and n region with high doping
levels, the changes of the stored charge with stress could be detected quite well
and were measured simultaneously with the changes of the forward current.
In this way a number of errors which could be made if these quantities were
measured separately, are avoided, such as differences in devices, in homogeneities of the junctions, in the contact surfaces or in the force with which the
point is pressed on the device. The result of this experiment is that the change
of the minority-carrier density, i.e. the change of the energy gap, is the only
cause of the current changes in the pressure range where the changes are
reversible and that lifetime effects play no role.
This condusion is also confirmed by our measurements on GaAs diodes.
When these diodes are stressed locally, then the forward current decreases
with stress. The relative decrease is found to be about equal to the ratio of
stressed to unstressed areas of the diode. This can be explained by energy-gap
changes because the energy gap of GaAs increases when stress is applied uni- ·
axially along the (lll ), <I 10) or <100) axes, while a change of the lifetime
would give an opposite effect, e.g. an increase of the currents.
Measurements of the minority-carrier lifetime in the region beneath a probe
were performed by Matukura 14). From the change of the decay time of the
number of minority carriers injected by a forward current pulse, it was concluded that the lifetime in the stressed part of the diode was extremely smalL
However, this is not the only possible condusion because the decay of the
injected charge can also change due to a change of the distribution of the current densities, as is discussed in chapter 5. Changes of the lifetime observed
by Matsuo 15 ), were measured for pressures up to 2.10 5 kgjcm 2 , but this stress
level is too high to give reversible current changes (see sec. 3 of chapter 6).
The fi.rst measurements of the temperature dependenee of the effect have led
to wrong conclusions. From the increase of the absolute changes of the currents
passing through the diode stressed by a small point with increasing temperature
Rindner et aL 16) concluded that it was unlikely that energy-gap changes could
account for the current changes. This is wrong because the absolute change LIJ
can increase with temperature when energy-gap changes are considered as being
the cause of the current changes. The relative change of the current, however,
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bas to decrease with increasing temperature.
Bernard et al. 6 ) have measured the pressure dependenee of the slope of the
curves obtained by platting the changes of the reverse currents of germanium
diodes on a semilogarithmic scale versus 1/T for various farces on the probe.
The fact that it is observed that the slope doesnotchange with stress has been
one of the strongest arguments in favour of the interpretation of the current
changes by assuming strain-induced generation-recombination centres. From
these experiments it was concluded
(1) that energy-gap changes play a minor role,
(2) that the levels of the generation-recombination eentres are independent of
stress and
(3) that the level of the strain-induced eentres is 0·09 eV from the intrinsic
Fermi level.
However, these results can also be interpreted by energy-gap changes when one
considers that for the pressures used there would be only a 10% change in slope
and tbis is within the experimental error. The values of the slopes can also be
explained by a change of the energy gap of a bout 0· 30 eV. This value is reasonable for the forces used if it is assumed that the crystal surface is 111 )-orientated.
The ratio of the ditfusion and generation (or recombination) current depends
on n1 and therefore increases with uniaxial stress applied on silicon and germanium. Under high stress levels the forward current of silicon diodes is therefore determined by ditfusion for all voltages. In the reverse direction the ratio
ofthe currents depends on the stress level (n 1) and the voltage (W). The reported
increase of the pressure sensitivity of the reverse current in a silicon diode with
increasing stress by a factor two 14) can be explained by the fact that the
generation current is dominant for the low stress levels while the current is
governed by ditfusion at high stress levels, as can be seen from the above.
This is consistent with the result for gold-doped diodes 1 7 ) (i.e. diodes containing a large number of generation-recombination centres) where the pressure
sensitivity is found to be a factor two smaller than for a "normal" diode.

<

4. Irreversible effects

During some of our experiments drift effects were observed, that is, current
changes with time were measured while the voltage across the junction and the
force on the probe were kept constant. The reported quantitative results were
obtained from measurements where the drift was at least very small. When
during an experiment drift is observed for higher forces and the measurement
is repeated with the probe kept in the same position, the measured relative
sensitivity of the currents to stress is not changed, but the absolute variations
of the currents are now larger than during the first experiment. This points to
a change of the lifetime in the stressed part of the diode. Indeed, d uring measure~
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Fig. 2. Base and collector current as a function of time with constant force on the probe
and constant Veb·

ments of the pressure sensitivity of the stored charge of p-s-n structures (see
chapter 5) no increase of the charge was found during the drift of the current.
In fig. 2 the drift of the base and collector current of a silicon transistor is given.
It is shown that the collector current decreases and the base current increases
with time. This can be explained by excess recombination in the base region
and the emitter region due to plastic deformation of the crystal. The absolute
change of the base current is smaller than the change of the collector current.
This may be due to a small decrease of the stress caused by plastic deformation
of the surface.
Rindner et al. 18 ) have shown that these irreversible changes can partly be
removed by temperature and voltage annealing. The drift can therefore be an
increase ofthe current caused by plastic deformation or a decrease ofthe current
during annealing.
The effect of mechanica! damage has been used by Legat et al. 19 ) to achleve
a larger sensitivity to stress (i.e. a larger absolute change of the currents). An
other method to "sensitize" stress diodes was used by Kressel et al. 17 ). The
number of generation-recombination eentres was increased by diffusing gold
in silicon diodes. This gave rise toa large recombination or generation current.
In this way the absolute change of the currents was increased, but the relative
change of the currents was a factor two smaller than it was for diffusion currents.
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5. Discussion of tbe quantitative results
For high stress levels only the lowest conduction-band minimaand the highest
valenee-band maximum have to be considered to obtain the minority-carrier
concentrati on while it has been shown that at these stress levels the changes of
the mobility (see sec. 2) and ofthe effective masses (see sec. 6) may be neglected.
From the discussion given in the preceding sections it is also concluded that
lifetime changes, if any, play a minor role. From the above it is therefore clear
that the relative changes of the currents passing through p-n junctions in silicon
and germanium can be explained by energy-gap changes only, at high stress
levels. Quantitative results can now be obtained if a good approximation of
the stress pattem beneath a round point pressed on a flat surface is available.
The pressure pattem used for the interpretations described in the following
chapters is discussed fully inthelast chapter. Our first experimentally obtained
quantitative results for the pressure dependenee were compared with the results
ofWortman et al. 8 ), who in 1964 publisbed values for the pressure dependenee
of the energy gap for uniaxial stresses in various crystallographic directions of
silicon and germanium. Unfortunately some mistakes were made in the calculations and therefore they obtained incorrect results. It was not until 1967
that revised values of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap were publisbed
by Kanda 9 ) and the author (chapter 6 and ref. 20). The incorrect values of
Wortman et al. have often caused confusion in quantitative and qualitative
interpretations of the experimental results. For example, the experimentally
determined depenèence on the crystallographic directions of the stress effect
did not agree with the results of Wortman et al.
The first indication of the usefulness of the simplified stress pattem, as used
by the author, was that the values ofthe pressure dependenee ofthe energy gap
obtained from current changes of diodes under homogeneaus uniaxial stress 21 )
and under localized stress agreed quite well for stress applied in the (111)
direction on germanium (see chapter 4). Also the striking agreement between
the calculated and experimentally determined values of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap (chapter 6) gives a proof of the validity of the stress
pattem. It can also be concluded from this agreement that the values of the
deformation-potential constants, used for the calculations and obtained from
measurements at Iower stress levels (up to 104 kgfcm 2 ) are independent of
stress (within the experimental error) for stress levels up to 8.104 kgfcm 2 for
silicon and 5.104 kgfcm 2 for germanium (see chapter 6).
The pressure range for which the effect of uniaxial stress on the energy-band
edges is measured, is in this way extended tothesehigh pressure levels. At these
high stress levels an extra contribution to the stress sensitivity of the conductionband minima of silicon is measured resulting from the lifting of the degeneracy
of the two lowest conduction bands.
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6. Homogeneons uniaxial stresses

The current changes in p-n junctions can be measured at lower stress levels
by applying homogeneons stresses on the whole surface of the diodes. In this
way the currents can be measured from a zero pressure level. Considerations
of energy-gap changes alone are not sufficient to explain the stress effect on
the currents for these low stress levels, as it was in the experiments using
localized stresses. The currents depend exponentially on the energy gap and
the energy-gap changes are small for low stress levels, while the changes of

Stylus

p-type germanium

Fig. 3. Mesa diode stressed by a fiat stylus.

the mobility for example are considerable as was discussed in sec. 2. Also
changes of the lifetime have been reported. However, these experiments and
the measurements of the current changes in diodes under homogeneaus stresses
are not very consistent. This may be due to the fact that it is difficult to realize
homogeneous stress due to surface irregularities. The diodes which are the most
insensitive to the applied forces are the most uniformly stressed diodes. Measurements on the seso-called insensitive diodes 21 ) for medium stress levels are
shown to agree with other experiments in a quantitative way (see sec. 5). For
these diodes the lifetime was found 22 ) to deercase by only 20% for a uniaxial
pressure of 1·7.104 kg/cm 2 •
Another quantity which influences the intrinsic carrier density and therefore
the minority-carrier density is the density of state-effective mass. The influence
of stress on the effective mass of the electrous can be neglected if one assumes
that the shapes of the conduction-band valleys do not change and remain
parabolic under stress. Due to the parabolicity the redistribution of the electrous
over the valleys caused by uniaxial stress (see sec. 2) does not change the
effective mass of the electrons.
For the valenee band there is a degeneracy at k = 0 of two bands which
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are not equal in shape and with different effective mass, the heavy hole band
and the light hole band. A change in the population of the holes occurs when
the two bands are separated by uniaxial stress (see sec. 2). Also the shape of
the bands changes when the degeneracy is lifted. The surfaces of constant energy
are ellipsaids for sufficiently large deformation after which the shape does not
depend on the magnitude of the stress.
To explain the current changes in diodes due to low homogeneons uniaxial
stresses Kanda 9 ) bas taken into account the changes of the energy gap, of the
mobility and of the effective mass of the holes, and he found a reasonable
qualitative agreement.
Practical use has been made in semiconductor strain gauges of the change
of the mobility of the charge carriers under uniaxial stress resulting from the
repopulation of the electrous and holes over the various valleys in the conduction band and over the light and heavy hole band in the valenee band, respectively. The variations of the resistance due to the effect of stress on the
mobility of the majority-charge carriers is much larger than the variations
caused by the dimensional changes. For strain gauges one mostly uses p-type
silicon stressed along the 111) direction, because of the larger sensitivity. The
sensitivity of these strain gauges to stress is about 100 times the sensitivity of
the conventional wire strain gauges, where only the dimensional changes contribute to the changes in resistivity.

<

7. Applications

The microphone is one of the first applications using the stress effect of
p-n junctions. There are different ways of designing this device. The pressure

probe is attached to the diaphragm in the fust design 23 • 24) and pre-stress is
applied by pressing the transistor or diode against the probe. The sensitivity
of the micropbones made in this way is reasonable, but they do not lend themselves to rough handling. The construction of a small point pressed on the
surface of a diode is vulnerable and permanent damage is very easily caused
by overload or mechanical vibrations. This design has also been used for
gramophone piek-ups, accelerometers and displacement transducers.

Housing

Fig. 4. Cross-section of a microphone design.
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To make a more robust construction, proposals have been made to use
silicon diaphragms with diodes or transistors made by ditfusion in the diaphragm. However, the sensitivity is a problem in this design. The stresses made
by the pressure of sound in a diaphragm are small. Better use of this construction can he made in pressure sensors for higher pressure levels, for example, to
measure the blood pressure.

Mass

)
Fig. 5. Cantilever accelerometer.

Another geometry is used by Legat et al. 19). By etching a sharp notch beneath
the diode in the substrate a stress concentration is achieved in that part of the
diode. The reverse current of the diode changes due to the loading of the
structure after "sensitizing" the device by mechanica! damage.
The use of a transistor as a sensing element has an advantage over a diode,
because of the built-in gain of the transistor. However, as is seen in sec. 2, this
gain depends on the stress level. Therefore the best design may he to use a diode
as a sensing element followed by an unstressed transistor as an amplifier.
The applications of the stress effect have been less promising up to now than
was expected some years ago, due to the vulnerability of the small-probe design
and due to the low sensitivity of the more robust construction.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECT OF LOCAL PRESSURE ON
SILICON TRANSISTORS *)
Abstract
Pressure is applied locally, with the small round point of a needle, on
the emitter surface of a planar-diffused n-p-n transistor. The pressure
dependenee of the hole current and the electron current are measured
by using the forward-biased base-emitter junction. The results are
interpreted in terms of a change in the energy gap. From measurements
on silicon, under uniaxial )111) compression stresses it is found that
oEa/oP""' -5.10- 6 eV kg- cm 2 • The temperature sensitivity of the
pressure dependenee of the currents confirms the interpretation of a
change in the energy gap. Differences are found in the pressure dependenee of the hole current and of the electron current when the pressure
is applied on a small area. These differences are explained in terms of
an energy-gap gradient.

1. Introduetion
Several recent publications discuss the changes of the electrical properties
of p-n junctions and transistors when subjected to local high pressures 1 - 12).
Rindner and Braun 3 ) assume a generation-recombination model to describe
the pressure dependenee of the reverse currents of p-n junctions, while Edwards 5 ) and Wortman et al. 8 ) explain the pressure effects of the forward
currents in terms of an energy-gap change in the compressed semiconducting
materiaL Temperature measurements of the pressure dependenee of the reverse
currents of p-n junctions, carried out by Bernard et al. 6 ) and Matukura 11 ),
indicate that the effects cannot be attributed to an energy-gap change. Finally,
Goetzberger et al. 7 ) find a similar pressure dependenee for the avalanche
breakdown voltage of p-n junctions as for the energy gap.
In the present paper we shall consider the effect of local pressure on the
emitter of planar transistors. It will be shown that the experimental results,
obtained for forward currents, can be explained quantitatively in terms of a
change in energy gap**).
2. Experimental arrangement
The n-p-n silicon transistors examined are of the planar-diffused type with
evaporated aluminium strip contacts on the emitter, on the base and on the
*) Published: Philips Res. Repts 20, 415-431, 1965.
**) This investigation was initially stimulated by the work done on electromechanical transducers by F. L. J. Sangster and K. Teer, communicated at the 5. Congrès international

d'Acoustique, Liège, Sept. 1965.
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collector. The transistors are mounted on a transistor header and gold wires
are pressure-bonded on the aluminium poles as contacts. The base layer is
obtained by boron ditfusion into an n-type substrate with a donor concentration
of about 4.10 15 atoms cm- 3 • The surface boron concentration is about
10 19 atoms cm- 3 and the total layer thickness is about 2·8 fL· The emitter
layer is made by a phosphorus ditfusion with a surface concentration of
10 21 atoms cm-3 , the emitter thickness being a bout 1·8 fL· The passivating
oxide layer as well as the aluminium contacts are about 0·5 fL thick. The area
of the emitter is 50 fL x 50 fL·
Pressure is applied with round points of various radii of curvature by means
of an electromagnetic pressure system. The material used for the points is
diamond, sapphire or hardened steel.
Use of a micro-manipulator enables the point to be moved in a horizontal
plane with an accuracy of 1 fL·
For the temperature measurements the transistor header is placed in a holder
containing a heating element and a cooling spiral and the pressure point is kept
at the same temperature as the holder.
The measurements were performed in a dry N 2 atmosphere.
3. Theory
3.1. Pressure pattem

When a round point of a needie is pressed perpendicularly with a force F
onto a flat surface, the pressure distribution at the interface is given by 13 )
(az _ r2)112
P(O,r) = P(O,O)
,
(1)
a

where P(O,r) is the pressure perpendicular to the surface of contact in an
arbitrary point at a distance r from the centre M, P(O,O) is the pressure at M
and a is the radius of the circular surface of contact (see fig. 1). For this hemispherical pressure distribution, the maximum pressure is
3P

P(0,0)=2na2

(2)

and the radius of the area of contact, using Hertz's equation, is
(3)

where R is the radius of curvature of the point and h 1 , 2 = (1- v1 , 2 2 )/nEt, 2 ,
where v1 , 2 are the Poisson's ratios and E 1 , 2 are the Young's moduli of the
material of the point and of the transistor materiaL
When the following simplifying assumptions are made:
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of a transistor part compressed by the round point of a needle.

= constant is independent of zand
(2) the direction of the pressure in the material is perpendicular to the flat
surface,
the expression relating z and the pressures perpendicular to the surface is given,
according to Fuchs 14), by
(1) the dis tribution of the pressure with r in a plane z

a2

P(z,r)

---P(O,r).
a2

+ z2

(4)

Equation (4) holds for small valnes of z.
3.2. Current changes as a result of the pressure pattern

The influence of the pressure pattern, described in sec. 3.1, on the electron
current from the emitter through the base to the collector and the hole current
froril the base through the emitter to the emitter contact of an n-p-n transistor
will now be calculated.
We assume a linear relation between the energy gap and pressure, i.e.

oEa

--=r:x,

(5)

oP

where r:x is a constant, known as "the coefficient of the energy gap with pressure" 15 ).
Due to the pressure field in the compressed-transistor structure a variation
in the energy gap occurs, which influences the currents. This influence can be
calculated by introducing the imrefs or quasi Fermi levels lfp and lfm which
are defined by 16)
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p

=

n 1 exp [(efkT) (rpp

1p)]

n

=

n 1 exp [(efkT) ( 1p

rp")],

w

~

where p and n are the hole and electron concentrations, n 1 is the intrinsic concentration, and '1/' is the electrastatic potential chosen such that
n 1 exp [(efkT) ( rp

1p)]

n0 = n 1 exp [(ejkT) ( 1p

rp)],

Po

=

m

~

where rp is the Fermi level, and n 0 and p 0 are the thermal-equilibrium carrier
concentrations.
With the electron-current density j,. -e{k"n drp"fdz, where ftn is the
mobility of the electrons, and nfn 0 = exp [(efkT) (rp- rp")], we obtain
j" = -e{k"no

drp"

dz

exp [(efkT)(rp

(8)

rp,.)].

Integrating over the thickness db of the base of an n-p-n transistor we obtain
for the collector-current density:
eft"kT {exp [(ejkT) (rp

exp [(efkT) (rp-

fPn)]d.+db}

h=-------------------------------------------de+db

f

(9)

(1/n 0 )dz

de

because j" is constant in the base for a one-dimensional transistor (the bulk
recombination and the edge effects are negligible); de is the junction depth (see
fig. 1). With

and

the collector current of a transistor can be written
AeD" { exp [(efkT) V eb] - 1}

where A is the area ofthe emitter and D" the diffusion constant for the electrons.
For a diffused-base transistor the dope is variabie with z. In this case we can
calculate the collector current in the compressed region, when a round point of
a needie is pressed on the emitter surface and when the current spread in the
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r direction is not considered. With the aid of eq. (9) and with
1

-

no

NA(z)

NA(z)

NA(z)

n;2

nwz

nwz

= - - = - - exp [(ljkT)LIEG] = - - exp [(1/kT)aP(z,r)],

where we take p equal to NA(z), the acceptor concentration in the base, and
n; 0 2 = 1·5.10-33 T 3 exp [-EG/kT] 17) is the np product for silicon inthermal
equilibrium without pressure applied, and by integrating the collector-current
density over the compressed region, it is found:
a

I

-

epr-

eDn exp [(ejkT) V.b]
---------------2nrdr.
{NA(z)/n; 2 } exp [(ljkT)aP(z,r)]dz

IJ

de+db

0

(10)

0

The hole current from the base through the eruitter to the eruitter contact can
be calculated in a manner similar to that used for calculating the electroncutrent
from the eruitter through the base to the collector. Assuming that there is a sink
for holes at the eruitter contact and that the ditfusion length of the holes in the
eruitter is greater than the eruitter thickness we can describe the part of the base
current due to the hole injection into the eruitter in the compressed region by
a

I BI,

pr

=

f
0

eDv exp [(ejkT)V.b]
- .-------------4

2nr dr,

(11)

J {ND(z)fnw 2} exp [(1/kT)aP(z,r)]dz

where dm is the thickness of theeruitter contact and ND(z) the donor concentration in the emitter.
Equations (10) and (11) do not hold for too large injections.
4. Experimental results

The collector current I c and the base current I B of a silicon planar n-p-n
transistor were measured as a function of the eruitter-base voltage v.b, with the
base-collector voltage Vbc = 0, and as a function of the force F with which
the round point of a needie was pressed on the flat eruitter surface. The results
of the measurements were analyzed by plotting In Ie and In IB versus Veb·
A straight line of slope ejkT is obtained for Ie, while for IB the slope is ejnkT
where I :::;; n :::;; 2. The base current I B often consists of two parts 18 ): one part
with a slope ejkT due to the injection of holes in theeruitterand the recombination in the base, and one part due to "other sources" of the base current with
a slope < ejkT. The efkT part is dominant for larger currents.
When the eruitter is locally compressed, the energy gap will change in that
region and therefore the total collector current of the transistor Ie tot will
change. When the compressed area A' «A, the compressed total transistor
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can be represented by two transistors in parallel, one corresponding to the
original uncompressed total transistor with a collector current IeA, and the
other representing the compressed region with a changed energy gap, with a
collector current Ie pr·
The measured changes in the total current, Llie tot• as a function of pressure then are due to the changes in the current of the compressed region of
area A' of the transistor. Neglecting the currents passing through A', not comIe pr and in a way sirnilar to this Llin tot
Inh pr·
pressed, we write Llie tot
Because of the siinificant ditierences appearing in the results of the measurements, we shall distinguish between the use of large pressure-contact areas
(a
3de) and small contact areas (a ~ 3de).
4.1. Large pressure-contact areas

Fora
3de we may assurne that P(z,r) (see seq. (4)) is not dependent onz
in the eruitter and base region of the transistor; in these regions then, the
energy gap has a constant value.
In this case we derive from eqs (lO) and (1), assuming -(1/kT)LlEmax » 1,

eDn exp [(efkT)V.b]nto 2

Ja

de+ db

J

NA(z)dz

exp [-(ljkT)aP(O,r)]2nr dr

~

0

(12)

where LlEmax = aP(O,O) is the energy-gap change at M.
Equation (12) can be rewritten in terms of the force F, using eqs (2) and (3):
Ie

where

pr

(c

IeA
A
CoTFll3 exp T ptt3

4n 2 k 1 4 R4 13 k
3a

and c 1 -

1

)

(13)

'

3a
-

2nktz R213k

The results of the rneasurements using a sapphire point with a radius of curvature R = 250 tJ.. are shown in fig. 2, where In Ie pr has been plotted versus v.b
for different forces F and in fig. 3, where In Ie pr F- 113 is shown as a function
of F 1 13 • From these rneasurements it is clear that with increasing force F, or
decreasing energy gap EG, the collector current increases, as a result of the
increase of the rninority-carrier density (see eq. (9)). From the slope of the
curve in fig. 3 and using eq. (13) we can calculate the constant c 1 , and rx can be
obtained from c1 . From different measurernents using a sapphire point with
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Fig. 2. Change of the collector currents Ie pr versus Veb for different forces F on the emitter
in arbitrary units using a sapphire point with a radius of curvature R
250 IJ.·

Fig. 3. Force dependenee of the change of the collector currents Ie
using a sapphire point with a radius of curvature R
250 IJ.·

pr

with constant

Veb•

250 f1. the value rx = -4·6.10-6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 is found. This value is obtained by using Young's modulus 3·45.10 12 dyne cm- 2 for sapphire 1 ) and
1·90.10 12 dyne cm- 2 for silicon 19) and Poisson's ratios v 1 = v 2
0·3. The
applied force F amounted to the numbers given in fig. 2 times 0·68 grammes.

R

=
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From the measurements of the changes of the base current we see that I B pr
has the same slope as Ie pn in spite of the varying slope of In tot (see fig. 4).
This indicates that only the efkT part of the base current changes. The change
in the base current can be explained on the same lines as the change in the
collector current. With the deercase of the energy gap the injection of holes

Fig. 4. Base currents 18 tot and the change of base currents 18 pr versus Veb for different
forces F on the emitter in arbitrary units, using a sapphire point with a radius of curvature
R = 250 fL·

from the base to the emitter increases. This gives the increase of In
In

pr

tot

so that

!Bh pr

From d In In pr F- 113 /dF 113 for different measurements using a sapphire
point with R
250 fL, the value a= -4·6.10- 6 eV kg~ 1 cm 2 is found.
The temperature dependenee of the pressure sensitivity of lc pr and In pr was
measured by pressing a hardencd-steel needie with a round point of a radius
of curvature R = 75 fL on the emitter at different temperatures. We assume
the following temperature dependences:
and
n; 0 2 oc

r

exp [-(1/kT)Ed.

With the aid of eqs (12) and (13) we obtain
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and after differentiating
0 In Ie

prT-712

(15)

o(T- 1 )

With increasing force, i.e. with increasing -L1Emm we should find a decreasing
slope of In Ie pr r- 712 versus r-~ 1 at constant Veb· When changing from one
temperature to another the point was removed and replaced because of the
possible change of pressure on the transistor due to the thermal expansion of
the holder and the needle. As a consequence the value of the force was not
exactly the same for each temperature used. This force spread must be the cause
of the spread in the absolute values of the current. When lnle pr 1 712 was
plotted versus r- 1 , a decrease in slope with increasing force was evident, despite the large spread in the measured values.
In order to eliminate this spread in force, and to eliminate the temperature
dependenee of the energy gap, we plotted the values of the slopes of the
"In Ie pr r 113 versus F 113 " curves as a function of temperature. This has the
advantage that values obtained from different transistors can be combined.
From eq. (13) we derive

o ln Ie pr F-113
=S=
o pl/3

c1
T

(16)

The results of the measurements on different transistors are shown in fig. 5
where 1/S has been plotted versus T. The curve has the slope expected from

Fig. 5. Temperature T versus the reciprocal of the force sensitivity of the collector current S,
using a hardened-steel point with a radius of curvature R
75 fl.·
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eq. (16). From this we may conclude that these measurements of the temperature dependenee of the pressure effect give good support for the assumption
that the change of the energy gap is the principal cause of the pressure dependenee of the transistor currents. Because of the exact ejkT slope of the In I..,r
versus v.b curves, local temperature changes in the pressed transistor are
negligible.
From the measurements, collected in fig. 5, the value rx = -4·6.10- 6 eV kg- 1
cm 2 is found. This value is in good agreement with that measured with a sapphire point. Wortman et al. 8 ) calculated a larger energy-gap change for uniaxial (111) pressure than for hydrastatic pressure. A comparison is given in
table L Although the ditierences between the calculated and measured values
will not be discussed, the general trend is obvious, i.e. the sensitivity is larger
for uniaxial ( 111) pressure than for hydrastatic pressure.
TABLEI
Comparison between measured and calculated pressure dependenee of the
energy gap (a in eV kg- 1 cm2 )
pressure
uniaxial ( 111)
hydrastatic

measured rx

-5.10- 6 *)
-1·5.10- 6 **)

calculated a

8

)

-li.I0-6
·--0· 3.I0-6

*) Present work.
**) Measured by W. Paul, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 196, 1959.

4.2. Smal! pressure-contact areas
For a~ 3de (see eq. (4)) we may not assume that P(z,r) is independent of
z in the emitter and base region of the transistor and therefore the value of
the energy gap varies with z.
This energy-gap gradient causes an internal electric field in the transistor
regions, which for an n-p-n transistor increases the hole current to the emitter
contact and decreases the electron current to the collector, or, in other words,
impairs the emitter efficiency. Calculations using simplifying assumptions (see
the appendix) result in the following equations:
Ie

pr

(17)

and
(18)

where / 1 is a factor which takes into account the retarding drift field in the base
region and / 2 is a factor associated with the aiding drift field in the emitter
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region; /

and / 2 are "constants" in the considered range of pressure and
/ 1 < 1 </2 while L1Emax#e) = aP(de,O) and IBhA is the hole injection current
from the base to the emitter of the unstressed total transistor.
From the measurements it has been found that the relative increase of the
base current by applied pressure becomes larger than the relative change of the
collector current, so that for high pressures the total base current exceeds the
total collector current (see fig. 6).
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I
From eq. (17) and with eqs (2) and (3) we derive

a

o ln lcpr
à F113

2

=

(a2

-

d/

+ d/)

pl/3-

/ 1 3a
2nk 12 RZ13kT

[a (3de
2

(de 2

2

+ a 2)]
a2)2

.

(19)

In the range of pressure used for the diamond points with R
25 f1. and R
18 fl, i.e. de ;::::> a, the first term of eq. (19) can he ignored. The'term in brackets
is about 1 and varies slowly with F.
When we plot In Ie pr versus F 113 we find an almast straight line and from
the slope of the experimental curve we can derive a value for af1 • In the same
manner we find from the In IB pr versus F 113 dependenee a value for t.t./2 (see
fig. 7).
The almost straight curves obtained using the point with R
18 f1. are
slig:ltly more curved than those using the point with R
25 fL, the reason
being Lat f1e term in brackets is more dependent on F for a ~de than for
a> de.
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The values obtained from different measurements are tabulated in table 11;

a is the average radius of the contact area for the pressure interval used.
TABLE II
Pressure dependenee of n-p-n transistors, de R:J 2·0 fL and db R:J 1·0 fL
radius
(fL)

250
75
25
18

material
sapphire
hardened
steel
diamond
diamond

ctfz
rift
(eV kg- 1 cm 2 ) (eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

E
(dyne cm- 2 )

(t-t)

3·45.10 12
2·1 .10 12

R:J8
R:J6

-4·6.10-6
-4·6.10-6

---4·6.10-6
-4·6.10- 6

10·7.10 12
10·7.10 12

R:J2•5
R:J2·0

-3·7.10-6
-3·8.10- 6

-5·5.10 6
-6·U0-6

ä

From this table we may conclude that for the points with large radii
.f1 = / 2
1; see sec. 4.1, where 3de ~a, so that ct R:J --4·6.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •
For the diamond points we decide from the measured values of tJ/1 and rx/2
that/1 < 1 and.f2 > 1, which agrees with the predictions. The distribution of
the pressure gradient over the emitter and base regions will determine the
values of / 1 and .f2 • lf we plot P(z,O)/P(O,O) versus z (see fig. 8), we can deduce
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that the internal electric field in the emitter region is larger for R = 18 fL
(ä = 2·0 !L) than for R = 25 fL (ä. = 2·5 p.), because A > C in fig. 8. As a
consequence / 2 has to he larger for R = 18 fL than for the point with R
25 fL (table II).
However, the value of / 1 is found to he the same for both points because
the decrease of pressure in the base is about the same for the two points, or
B ~ D in fig. 8.
Numerical calculations, carried out for the currents of eqs (23) and (24),
showed that / 1 and / 2 of eqs (25) and (26) are constant over a very large interval of the force for the points with a radius of curvature R
18 fL and R =
25 fL· In table lil the calculated values of / 1 and / 2 are compared with the
measured values obtained from table IL
TABLE III
Comparison between calculated and measured val ues of /

R

!1
calculated

0·80

measured

0·80

=

R

18 tL

I
I
I

1

and / 2

25 !L

fz

!1

fz

1·10

0·82

1·05

1·30

0·80

1·20

From table III we find that the calculated and measured values of / 1 agree
very wel!. For the values of/2 the agreement is not so good. This may he caused
by an oversimplification of the pressure pattern. The compressive and tensile
stresses in the r direction 14) are oot considered in the calculations. Also the
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large inhomogeneity of the dope in the emitter and a change in lifetime may
play a role.
The measurements of the temperature sensitivity of the pressure dependenee
of the currents done in the way described in sec. 4.1, using a diamond point
with R = 25 fL, have confirmed that the relati'.'e change for I 8 pr is larger
than the relative change for Ie pr· This is in agreement with eqs (17) and (18)
where Ie pr is governed by -!JEmaxft and IB pr by -L1Emaxfz.
With small pressure-contact areas the current gain of a transistor will be
pressure-dependent because of the differences between the pressure sensitivities
of 18 tot and Ie 101 • As a result of the "constant" contribution of the part of
18 tot with a slope < ejkT (sec sec. 4) the current gain will initially increase
with increasing force when keeping Veb constant. Ultimately the current gain
will deercase because I 8 tot increases more rapidly than Ie tot with F. This is
also found by Touchy 4 ) who measured a decrease of Ie tot for constant I 8 tot
with increasing force.
5. Some remarks
(1) Local high pressure may damage the transistor and impair its d.c. characteristics. In the experiments which we have described, we only used the measurements which did not exhibit current hysteresis with pressure.
(2) All experiments were carried out in the region of small currents because
of the saturation effects in the collector as wellas in the base currents (see fig. 6).
This saturation may be caused by the series resistance of the base layer. This
base resistance is considerable because of the large injection in the centre of
the emitter.
(3) All quantitative results are obtained from the slope of the current-change
versus force curves. The measured values of the total currents under pressure
are notincomplete agreement with the values obtained from calculations based
only on energy-gap change. This may be caused by the spread of the value
of the force (see sec. 4.1) or by a pressure dependenee of ':1..
6. Conclusions
In this paper the increase of the forward currents of silicon p-n junctions is
attributed to an energy-gap change. Measurements with points of different
materials and of different radii of curvature give about the same value for the
pressure sensitivity of the energy gap of silicon when pressed in the ( lll)
direction.
The reported temperature dependenee supports the theory based on the
change of the energy gap.
From the measurements of Bernard et al. 6 ) and Matukura 11 ) of tite temperature dependenee of the pressure sensitivity of the reverse currents of p-n
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junctions it may be possible to conclude that these current changes are caused
by other effects than a change in the energy gap.
Appendix

Fora homogeneously doped emitter and base of an n-p-n transistor eqs (10)
and (11) become
a

lcpr

f
0

eD,. exp [(efkT)Veb]n 1o2

2nr dr

de+ do

NA

J

(20)

exp [ccP(z,r)jkT] dz

de

and
a

IBpr

f
0

eDP exp [(efkT)V.b]n 10 2
de

Nv

2nr dr.

J exp [ccP(z,r)jkT] dz

(21)

dm

When we make the following approximation (see eq. (4)):
P(z,r)

= P(O,r)

z
0 <- < 0·3
a

for

and

(22)

P(z,r) = P(O,r) exp [(-zja)

+ 0·3]

z

for 0·3 <-,
a

we find, after integrating over z,

Ie

pr

and

(23)
a

IB pr

=

JeDP exp
x {t _A(r) {exp [(d.

[(ejkT)V.b]n 10 2

[

Nv(de- 0·3a) X

0

0·3a)ja]- 1}

+

(d.- 0·3a)fa
2

+

A (r) {exp [2(de-0·3a)fa]-I}
2! [2(de- 0·3a)fa]

}

+ ... +

2 az)]-1 2nrdr,

d +
+Nn (0·3a-dm)exp ( -A(r) • a
2

(24)
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In the range of pressure considered, a will vary s1ow1y with F. In a rough
approximation we can then write
(25)
and
(26)

where / 1 (db/ a) and / 2 (del a) are "constants" in the measured interval of pressure
and both are independent of r, while it can be shown that / 1
1 and / 2 ;:;;:; 1.
After integrating over r we have found eqs (17) and (18). We assume that
fora diffused transistor eqs (17) and (18) a1so can be used.

Note added in proof
(l) The relaxation effects, reported by Rindner et al. 12 ), were observed for the
transistors employed in our experiments. The measured drift in the collector
and base currents was small and did not affect the value of (!..
(2) Preliminary results of measurements on germanium transistors and
diodes are (f. R:< -I0- 5 eV kg- 1 cm 2 for (lil) compression stresses and
6
1
2
(f. R:< -5.10- eV kg- cm
for (110) compression stresses.
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CHAPTER 4

EFFECT OF LOCAL PRESSURE ON THE FORWARD
AND REVERSE CURRENT OF GERMANIUM p-n
JUNCTIONS *)
Abstract
Pressure is applied locally, with a small round diamond point on the flat
surface of germanium mesa diodes. The pressure dependenee of the
forward and reverse currents is found to be the same and is interpreted
in terms of a change of the energy gap. Por the pressure dependenee of
the energy gap for (111) germanium is found è:JEG/è:JP ""' -9.10- 6
eV kg- 1 cm 2 by introducing a simplilled pressure pattern. This value
is in good agreement with the result obtained from measurements
under homogeneons uniaxial pressures.

Somerecent investigations have been concerned with the changes of the forward and reverse currents of germanium p-n junctions under homogeneaus
uniaxial pressures 1 - 5 ). Matukura 1 ) explained his results on the basis of a
pressure dependenee of the lifetime while Imai et al. 2 ) interpreted their changes
of the forwardandreverse currents by changes of lifetime, p10bility and intrinsic
carrier concentration. Rindner 3 ) found for his measurements on reverse currents a good agreement with the results of Imai et al. He explained his results
by an energy-gap narrowing 4 ) and claimed a good agreement with the theory 5 ).
When the results of our local-uniaxial-pressure measurements on germanium
lll) p-n junctions which we report here, are compared with the results of
Rindner and Imai et al., obtained in uniform-uniaxial-pressure experiments, a
very good agreement is found when the results are interpreted in terms of a
change in energy gap. This comparison includes the incorporation in the current equations of the pressure pattem of a round point pressed on the flat surface of a diode. In an earlier publication 6 ) this has been done for the discussion
of the pressure dependenee of transistor currents under local pressure.
The current passing through the pressed area A' = na 2 , where a is the
radius of the contact area can be described by

<

a

Ipr =

c3 i 0

J exp [(-ljkT)LIE(O,r)]2nr dr,

(1)

0

where c 3 is a constant at high pressure levels, resulting from the fact that some
of the band edges become unimportant for the minority-carrier concentrations 5 ), where i 0 is the current density of the diode when not pressed, and
*) Published: J. appl. Phys. 37, 2066-2068, 1966.
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L1E(O,r) is the change of the energy gap for an arbitrary point at the surface

(z = 0) at a distance r from the centre of the contact area caused by pressure.
This formula holds only for pressure points which satisfy a » dj, where dj is
the junction depth, because of the assumption that the pressure distribution
in the plane of the p-n junction is the same as that at the surface.
The three-dimensional pressure pattem of a round point pressed on a flat
surface is very complex 7 ). Because of the fact that most of the current change
is contributed by the central region of the pressed part of the diode, we will
use a simplified pressure pattem to describe the current change of a diode
pressed with a round point. We will assume that
(1) the distribution of the pressure with r · in a plane z = constant is
independent of z, where z is the distance to the surface of the diode, and
the hemispherical pressure distribution at the surface is represented by
P(O,r) = P(O,O) (a 2 - r 2 ) 112 ja and
(2) the direction of the pressure in the material is perpendicular to the flat
surface while the value of the pressure varies with z as P(z,O) = P(O,O)a 2 /
(a2 + z2) s).
Stresses in the r direction are neglected because they are small compared
with the pressure in the z direction.
The simplified pressure pattem P(z,r) = P(O,O)a (a 2 - r 2 ) 112 j(a 2 + z 2 ) will
be a good approximation for the central region of the stressed part of the diode
and for small values of z. From the calculations of Fuchs 7 ) we know P(O,O) =
3F/2na 2 , where Fis the force with which the round point is pressed onto the
flat surface. The radius of contact a = k 1 (FR) 11 \ where k 1 depends on Young's
moduli E 1 , 2 and Poisson's ratios v1 , 2 of the material of the point and germanium and R is the radius of curvature of the point 8 ).
In this experiment dj R:,; a. The current passing through the pressed part of
the junction can now he described by
a

Ipr

= c3 i 0

J exp [(-1/kT)L1E(dj,r)]2nr dr

~

0

for higher pressures. For z ~ dj the change of the energy gap caused by pressure is not equal to zero at r ~ a but these changes are small compared with
L1E(dj,ü) and may be neglected 7 ).
For low pressures the pressure dependenee ofthe diode currents is not clear 3 ).
However rx is assumed to be constant and L1E(dj,O) = rxP(dj,O) 5 ). We can
rewrite eq. (2) in terms of the force F and a:
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------------------········--

lvr =

i0 (a
C4

2

+· d/) exp [(-1/kT)3ct.FJ ,

ct.a

2n(a 2

+ d/)

(3)

where c 4 is a constant depending on temperature, radius of curvature, k 1 and c3 •
In eqs (2) and (3) the influence of the electric field (caused by the energy-gap
gradient) on the currents bas been neglected.
F or the experiment reported bere, we used a diamond point witb a radius of
curvature R 25 fL· The diodes are of the mesa-diffused n+ -p germanium 11)
type. Tbe gallium concentration of the substrate is 10 19 atoms cm-3 • Tbe
arsenic concentration at the surface is about 7.10 19 atoms cm- 3 and tbe layer
thickness is 2 fL· The diode diameter is 250 p..
Figures 1 and 2 give the forward and reverse characteristics under different
pressures. The reverse current for zero pressure does not saturate because of
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Fig. 1. The forward characteristics of a germanium diode locally pressed by a diamond
point, R
25 !1-·
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Fig. 2. The reverse characteristics of a germanium diode locally pressed by a diamond point,
25 !L·

R

the high doping densities. With increasing pressure the reverse characteristics
saturate more for low bias. The slopes of the forward currents are exactly efkT
over some decades. The decrease of the slope for higher currents may be caused
by series resistance. The current values obtained for the forward and reverse
currents by extrapolation to V = 0, agree very well for each load. This indicates that the forward and reverse currents under pressure are governed by the
same mechanism.
When the change of the forward and reverse currents are plotted on a
logarithmic scale as a function of F 113 for constant bias, see fig. 3, we find
curves with constant slopes. Differentiating eq. (3) we find for these slopes
a2

o In lpr
0pt!3

(a2

d/
31X
[a 2 (3d/
d/)Fl/3 - 2nkTk 1 2 R213 -{d/

+ a 2)]
a2)2

•

(

4
)

The first term on the right-hand side of eq. (4) can be ignored (d1 ~a). The
term in brackets varies with F 113 in the pressure range used from 0·91 to 1·04
due to the change of a with F 113 • Because of the spread of the measured points
in fig. 3, this change of the slope is not observed. For calculating IX the mean
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Fig. 3. Force dependenee of the change of the forward and reverse currents of a germanium
diode at constant bias, locally pressed by a diamond point, R = 25 1-L·

value of the term in brackets has been used (0·97). From different measurements rx was determined, using the following constauts: for germanium 111)
E = 15·5.10 11 dyn cm- 2 9 ) and v = 0·3, for diamondE = 107. 10 11 dyn cm- 2
and v = 0·3. The va1ue rx = -9.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 is found for stresses up to
5.104 kg cm- 2 at the junction.
This method for descrihing the experimental results of current changes has
also been used for silicon transistors and gave good agreement between the
values of rx obtained with points of different materials and with different radii
of curvature.
The reported drift effects 10 ) which we a1so encountered in the measurements
were diminished by changing di from 0·5 to 2·0 fi-· The value of rx is not affected
by the small drift that remained.
The current of a diode under uniform uniaxial pressure over the total area
of the diode /pr can be represented by

<

(5)

for higher pressures; / 0 is the current under zero load and P is the pressure.
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From the measurements of Imai et al. 2 ), presented in fig. 11 of their publication, we can derive a value for IX by platting In /pr versus P. From the slope
of this curve, at a forward bias of 0· 3 V (where no deercase of the slopes appeared), we calculated
IX=

ln (19 /1 5 )/(1/kT)LJP

""'=:!

-8.10-6 eV kg- 1 cm 2

for germanium (1 ll) and pressures up to 104 kg cm- 2 •
From the above results we see that the homogeneaus uniaxial- and the localpressure effect on the currents of germanium ( 111) p-n junctions are brought
into good agreement by using a pressure pattern as done here.
The validity of the energy-gap-change model is strongly supported by the
measured temperature dependenee of the pressure effect on the currents of
silicon transistors 6 ) and recent stored-charge measurements on germanium
diodes 11).
Note added in proof After preparing the manuscript we received a pubtication of T. lmai and M. Uchida, Jap. J. appl. Phys. 4, 409, 1965. They also
explained their results by energy-gap changes and found IX = -7 ·5.10-6 eV kg- 1
cm 2 •
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CHAPTER 5

EFFECT OF LOCAL PRESSURE ON STORED CHARGE
AND FORWARD CDRRENT OF GERMANIUM
p-n AND p-s-n STRUCTURES *)
Abstract
Pressure is applied locally with a small round point on the junctions of
germanium p-n and p-s-n structures. The pressure dependenee of the
forward current and of the amount of stored charge are measured and
explained by a change of the energy gap. From the increase of the forward current and from the increase of the stored charge with increasing
pressure at constant forward bias, the pressure dependenee of the energy
gap is found to be oE0 fiJP"" -9.10-6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 , for (111) compression.

1. Introduetion
Forsome time the origin of the change of the forward and reverse currents
of p-n junctions under uniform and local uniaxial pressures has been under
discussion. The discussion revolves around the question whether the pressure
minority-carrier concentration
or the presdependenee of the energy gap
sure dependenee of the generation-recombination phenomena and the effective
lifetime of the minority carriers is the major cause of the observed effects.
Bernard et al. 1 ) explained their measurements on germanium diodes under
local pressure in terms of strain-induced generation-recombination centres.
Also Imai et al. 2 ) ascribed the observed decrease in the slope of the forward
characteristics of germanium diodes with increasing pressure to the same
mechanism. Matsuo 3 ) concluded from bis measurements of the electric-pulse
response of silicon p-n junctions that the change of the zero-voltage resistance
under high local pressure is due to the change of the effective lifetime of the
rninority carriers. Matukura et al. 4 • 5 • 6 ) also measured a decrease ofthe effective
lifetime with increasing uniform and local pressures and they explained the
observed current changes in silicon and germanium diodes as being, in qualitative terms, lifetime changes. Preece et al. 7 ) measured a deercase of the stored
charge of the emitter-base junction of silicon transistors with increasing local
pressure at the edge of the ernitter. From this decrease they concluded that the
excess current is due to recombination in the space-charge region under the
indenter point.
In contrast to this, Wortman et al. 8 ) developed a theoretica! model for the
*) Published: Philips Res. Repts 21, 85-103, 1966.
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current changes of p-n junctions under pressure, based on a pressure dependenee
of the energy gap. Edwards 9 ) explained the results of his measurements on
silicon transistors under local pressure qualitatively as being due to a deercase
ofthe energy gap. Quantitative values for the pressure dependenee ofthe energy
gap were obtained from current measurements for silicon under local pressure 10 • 11 • 12 ) and for germanium under uniform 13 • 14) and local 15 ) pressure.
In the present chapter we report measurements on the changes ofthe forward
current and of the stored charge of germanium p-n and p-s-n structures under
local pressures. These measurements were performed simultaneously for each
diode. In this way we are able to compare the current and stored-charge
measurements. This enables us to decide whether the change of the minoritycarrier concentration or the change of the elfective lifetime is the principal
cause of the current changes.
2. p-n junctions
With no pressure applied, the electron current of an n+ -p diode is

16

)

(1)

A is the area ofthe diode, Dn is the electron-dilfusion constant, n 1 is the intrinsic
carrier concentration, NA is the acceptor concentration of the p-type substrate,
r:P is the elfective lifetime of the electrans in the p-type region, (Dnr:p) 112
LP
is the electron-dilfusion length in the p region and V is the junction voltage.
lt is assumed that the impurity concentration in the substrate is homogeneous.
The drift current of the minority carriers has been neglected and also the hole
current crossing the junction has not been taken into account because of the
n+ -p structure.
If pressure is applied uniaxially (locally or uniformly) on the diode surface,
it is observed in many experiments that the forward current lp of germanium
and silicon diodes increases with increasing pressure. The reason for this increase of I F may be an increase of n 1 or a decrease of r:P' i.e. the dilfusion length.
The pressure dependenee of Dn = kTfhnfe, where fhn is the electron mobility,
is disregarded 1 ). The amount of injected charge in the p region at a forward
bias V is determined by the dilfusion-recombination pattern of the electrons
and is
w

Q

(eAn?/N11 ) exp (eVfkT) f exp (-x/LP) dx;
0

n//NA = nP is the electron density in the p region at thermal equilibrium and
w is the thickness of the p region. When LP decreases with pressure, caused by

a decrease of rp, Q will decrease. When n 1 increases with pressure, caused by
a deercase of the energy gap, Q will increase. From the sign of the change of
the stored charge with pressure we can deduce whether the deercase of the Iife-
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time or the decrease of the energy gap is the major cause of the current change.
The results for the pressure dependenee of the forward current and for the
pressure dependenee of the stored charge will he compared. From this we can
deterrnine the con trihution of the decrease of the energy gap and the contri hu~
tion of the decrease of the lifetime, to the increase of the forward current.
2.1. Experimental arrangement

<

The n+ -p germanium diodes examined are of the mesa-diffused 111) type,
with evaporated silver contacts. The p~type suhstrate contains a gallium con~
centration of 1019 atoms cm-3 • The diffused n~type layer is 2 !L thick and the
arsenic concentration at the surface is 7.10 19 atoms cm- 3 • The diode diameter
is 55 !L·
A round hardened~steel point with a radius of curvature R
75 !L is pressed
perpendicularly onto the central region of the flat surface of the n-type layer of
the diode hy means of an electromagnetic pressure system. With the aid of a
micro-manipulator, coupled to the pressure system, the point can be placed at
the diode surface. The hardenecl-steel point is also used as an electrical contact.
2.2. Pressure pattern

The pressure pattern of the round point on a flat surface is very complex.
We will use here a simplified model as done in refs 12 and 15. When z is the
distance to the surface, r is the distance to the normal at the surface at the
centre of the pressed area and a is the radius of this area, the simplified pressure
pattern is described hy
a(a2 _ r2)112
P(z,r) = P(O,O) · · · - - - a2
z2

+

This will he a good approximation for the central region of the pressed part of
the diode and for small values of z. The central region gives the major con~
tribution to the current changes of the diode, because the pressure is highest
in thisregion. The radius of contact is: a= k 1 (FR) 113 ; k 1 is a constant de~
pending on Young's moduli E 1 • 2 and Poisson's ratios '1' 1 , 2 of hardened steel
and germanium, Fis the force with which the point is pressed on the surface
of the diode, R is the radius of curvature of the round pressure point. The pressure at the centre of the stressed area at the surface is P(O,O) = 3F/2na 2 17 • 18).
2.3. Pressure dependenee of the forward current

If pressure is applied uniaxially, the energy gap of germanium will decrease 8 ) and this causes an increase of the minority-carrier concentration. We
wiJl take a pressure pattem that depends on z. Now in the p region
(2)
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n0 ° is the electron concentration withno pressure applied, AEG(z) is the change
of the energy gap caused by the pressure P(z) and c3 is a constant, resulting
from the fact that some ofthe band edges become unimportant for the minoritycarrier concentrations at high pressure levels 8 ).
Now the electron-current density in the p region is

in

e,an [nFn

+ (ejkT) dnfdz],

(3)

where ltn is the mobility of the electroos and n the electron concen.tration;
Fn is the electric field acting on the electrons and is Fn
-(kTfen0 ) dn 0 jdz,
obtained from eq. (3) for thermal equilibrium when in = 0 and n = n0 • The
electron-current density can be rewritten:

in

=

eDnno d

(!!_) .

dz n 0

(4)

·

The continuity equation for the electrons in the p region for the steady state is
I djn

n- n0

(5)

--=---.

e dz

-cP

By substituting eq. (4) in eq. (5) and with the use of eq. (2) we can deduce a
differential equation for the electron concentration in the p region:
1

(n- n
0)

DnTp -;;;:-

=

0,

(6)

where C = (1/kT) <>AEG(z)jbz.
When a round point is pressed on the flat surface of an n+ -p diode the
energy gap will change, due to the pressure pattem P(z,r) described in sec. 2.2.
It is known that the relation between the energy gap and pressure is linear;
àE6 (z,r)fbP(z,r)
Ct. is defined as the pressure coefficient of the energy gap.
In the appendix eq. (6) has been solved by assuming that Cis independent of z.
With the equations given in sec. 2.2, we can calculate C(z,r) = -(IfkT)CJ.bP/bz.
Here C(z,r) depends onz. For the sake of simplicity we will calculate the electron concentration for a pressure pattem with -(1/kT)a àPfbz = C(di,r),
where dJ is the junction depth. The solution is given by (see the appendix)
(n

n 0 )/n0 = exp { [C(di,r)- {C 2 (di,r)

+ 4/Dn-cp}1

12

]zf2} [exp (eVJkT)- 1].

In the pressure range used in the experiments shown in fig. I, C 2 (di>D) ~ 108
cm- 2 • For the n+-p diodes, 4/Dn-cp R::; 106 cm- 2 (rp R::; I0- 8 s) (as shown in sec.
2.4). For the central part of the pressed region holds C 2 (di,r) » 4/Dnrp. The
electron-current density in the pressed region can be obtained from eq. (6c) in
the appendix:
(7)
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This expression will be a good approximation for the central region of the
pressed part of the diode. To obtain the current passing through the pressed
part of the junction we have to integrate eq. (7) over the pressed part:

Jj(r) 2nr dr.

Ipr ;:::::;

(8)

0

For the pressure pattem described in sec. 2.2 the upper limit of the integral of
eq. (8) is correct. The real change of the energy gap for z = d1 and r
a is
not exactly equal to zero 17 ). However, this change at r = a is small compared
with LJE6 (d1 ,ü) and contributes almost nothing to the integral. In this discussion
we have assumed that the current diffuses into the p region, perpendicular to
the junction plane. This would apply for planar diodes. When a diode is pressed
on a small area, most of the current is injected at the small pressed part of the
junction; the current will spread out in the r direction in the p region.
This effect will change the current density (but not the exponential part of
eq. (7)). The geometry changes very little for the interval of pressure used
for the current-change measurements and may be stated to be independent of
pressure. It has also been assumed that LJE6 (d1,0) = rxP(d1,0). At lower pressures, the pressure dependenee of the diode current is not clear 19). However,
rx is assumed to be a constant for all pressure levels 8 ); C(d1,0) can be calculated with the aid of the equations given in sec. 2.2:
C(di>O) = -(IjkT) 6rxFdjf2n (a 2

+ d/)

2

,

but for dj ;:::::; a this expression may be approximated by C(dJ>O) ;:::::; f F 113 ,
where f is a constant. The current passing through the pressed part of the
diode can be calculated from eq. (8), using the approximations discussed:
lpr;:::::;-

gn 0 °2na 2 kTe
fr:pP 13 et.P(d1 ,0)

exp [(I/kT) {eV- rxP(dbO)}],

(9)

where g stands forthespreading of the currents multiplied by c 3 . Equation (9)
can be rewritten in terrus of the force F and the radius a by substituting
P(d1 ,0)

a

and

3F/2n (a 2

+ d/)

kt(FR)tl3.

If we plot /prF 113 on a logarithmic scale as a function of F 113 , the slope of
this curves is

o In /prpl/3
oFl/3

The first term of the right-hand side is smal! (dj ;:::::; a) and can be ignored.
From these slopes we can calculate et..
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In fig. 1 the forward characteristics of a germanium n+ -p diode have been
plotted for different forces F. The change of the forward current is caused by
the local pressure. The surface of the pressed region is very small compared

Fig. 1. Forward characterist.ics of a germanium n+ -p diode pressed by a hardencd-steel
point; R = 75 fL·

with the surface of the mesa diode. Now, the locally pressed diode can be
represented by two diodes in parallel, one correspondingtotheoriginal unpressed diode and the other representing the pressed region, with a forward current lpr· The measured changes of the total forward current caused by local
pressure are due to changes of /Jw In fig. 2 the changes of the forward current
(multiplied by F 1 i 3 , see eq. (10)) are plotted as a function of P i 3 on a logaritbmic scale for a constant bias of 0·20 V.
From several measurements rx was determined from the slopes of curves as
shown in fig. 2, using eq. (10). Tbe value of rx is obtained by using for germa62.10 11
nium (111) E = 15·5.10 11 dyn cm- 2 20), for hardened steel E
2
dyn cm- , and v1 = v 2 = 0·3.
Tbe term in square brackets of eq. (10) is constant in the pressure region
2 11. (a varies from 2·8 11. to 3·8 11.). Tbe value
used. lts value is 1·11 for dj
et R::1 -9.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 is found for pressures up to 5.104 kg cm-2 •
This value agrees very well with tbose found from homogeneaus measurements 13 ) and from local measurements with a diamond point with R 25 11. 15 ).
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Fig. 2. Force dependenee of the change of the forward current of a germanium n+ -p diode
at constant bias, pressed by a hardened-steel point; R
75 fi.·

2.4. Pressure dependenee of the stared charge

Figure 3a shows the block diagram of the circuit used for stored-charge
measurements. A forward current of magnitude IF is passed through the p-n
junction. A repetitive pulse of opposite polarity and short risetime (""" 0·5 ns)
is applied to the diode. In this way the p-n junction is periodically reversebiased. The pulse length is large compared with the observed transient phenom-

I

V

t

Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram of the circuit used for stored-charge measurements. (b) Typkal
transient characteristics of p-n junctions.
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ena. The current-time characteristics are observed on a sampling oscilloscope
and photographed. The connections are made by 50-Q coaxial transmission
lines.
In fig. 3b typical transient characteristics of a p-n junction are shown 21 • 22 ).
At t = 0 the voltage across diode and series resistance becomes negative. The
stored minority carriers are removed and give rise toa reverse current IR which
is constant over a time interval t 1 , the value of which is determined by reverse
voltage supply and series resistance. During the removal of the excess carriers
the voltage across the junction is approximately V = 0. At the time t
t 1 all
excess minority carriers in the vicinity of the junction have been removed. At
this time the junction becomes reverse-biased and the reverse current decreases
monotonically.
The relation between the minority-carrier lifetime 1:P and the time intervalt
t 1 , has been calculated by Kingston 21 ):
(11)
Kennedy 19) established arelation between t 2 /7:P and IR!IF, where t 2 is the total
recovery time, i.e. the time interval for the reverse current to decay to 10 per
cent of its initia! magnitude IR.
In fig. 4a some measured current transients are shown for a diode with no
pressure applied for different forward currents. The metbod described by
Kennedy was used for determining the lifetime of the electrons in the p-type
region. A value of about 2.10- 8 s was found for the n+ -p diodes used. Kingston's metbod was not used here because the time interval t 1 is of the same order as the risetime of the voltage pulse and is hard to determine.
The stored-cbarge measurements are carried out with the circuit shown in
fig. 3a and the forward characteristics of the diode are measured with the d.c.
load resistance (1 k.Q and 50 Q oscilloscope input) short-circuited. Figure 4b
gives an example. For the diode, when not pressed, the forward current is
0·2 mA at a forward bias of0·38 V, the diode resistance being about 10 Q (diode
bulk and connections). The transient characteristic is shownforIF = 0·2 mA.
Pressure is applied at a forward bias of 0·38 V. The forward current is now
0·7 mAand from fig. 4b it can be seen that the amount of stored charge has
increased. However, from fig. 1 we see that the slopes of the forward characteristics at constant current decrease with pressure at higher currents. If this decrease is caused by a change of the diode resistance, this change of the diode
resistance will have an inlluence on the junction bias of the pressed part as well
as of the unpressed part of the diode and therefore on the amount of injected
charge. An mustration is given by the following. With an external resistance
(for example the 50 Q of the oscilloscope input) in series with the diode, the
change of the voltage drop over this resistance will change the bias. This has
been shown in fig. 4b. The forward current of 0·2 mA for the unpressed diode
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Fig. 4. (a) Transient charaeteristics of a germanium n+ -p diode at different forward currents.
(b) Transient characteristics of a germanium n+-p diode at constant bias, not pressed and
pressed by a hardencd-steel point; R = 75 fl.·

is now obtained for a bias of 0· 39 V over the diode and the external series
resistance of 50 n. Pressure is applied and the forward current becomes 0·7 mA
at some pressure, and the measured stored charge bas decreased. The bias of
the diode has decreased by 25 mV, because of the voltage drop across the
external resistance. Now the decrease of the stored charge in the unpressed part
has become larger than the increase of the charge in the pressed part of the
diode.
For measurements of the changes of the stared charge as a function of pressure at constant forward junction voltage, we have to use a current range where
the voltage drop over the diode resistance may he neglected, i.e. low currents.
For higher currents it is hard to obtain the real junction voltage for each pressure applied. The change of the diode resistance with pressure is not understood
and therefore the infiuence of this change on the junction voltage of the pressed
part as wel1 as of the unpressed part of the diode is not known. In our measurements on n+ -p diodes it is hard to obtain quantitative results from stared-charge
measurements due to the small amount of charge which is stored in the current
range that can be used.
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With the aid of p+ -s-n+ structures measurements are performed at low current levels and with larger amounts of stored charge. (s means slightly doped).
3. p-s-n structures
An extensive treatment ofthe characteristics of p+ -i-n+ and p+ -s-n+ structures
has been publisbed by Herlet and Spenke 23 • 24).
The forward current of a p+ -i-n+ diode is governed by recombination in the
middle region and by the diffusion-recombination tailsin the n+ and p+ regions.
The ratio ofthe recombination current in the middle region IM to the diffusionrecombination current in the n+ and p+ region ID depends, with the impurity
concentrations given, on the thickness dM of the middle region and on the forward voltage applied. For a symmetrical p+ -i-n+ diode, the forward bias splits
up in two equal parts across the p+ -i and i-n+ junctions. The electron and hole
concentrations in the middle regionfora forward bias V are equal and constant
for d.u «LM:
(12)
LM is the ditfusion length of the charge carriers in the middle region. The

voltage drop over the i region is neglected.
The diffusion-recombination current ID exceeds the recombination current I.u
at higher forward bias, because IM follows the forward voltage as exp (eV/2kT)
and JD as exp (eVfkT). At higher forward bias the forward current is only a
diffusion-recombination current in the n+ and p+ region for dM « LM. The
structures examined in the experiments reported here are of the n+ -p-p+ type.
A forward characteristic of such an n+ -p-p+ diode is shown in
5. The n+ -p-p+
diode will behave as an
diode at higher injection levels, because the hole
and electron injections will be large compared with the impurity concentration
in the p region, for higher forward bias. Without bias, however, the electron
concentration in the p region is much smaller than the hole concentration, but
for higher forward bias these concentrations become equal. This means that for
lower forward bias the voltage applied across the diode appears completely
across the n+ -p junction CS 0·20 V) and the forward characteristic will behave
as the characteristic of a normal p-n junction. The thickness of the p region is
2 fL and therefore the recombination current in the middle region will be less
than the diffusion-recombination current for higher forward bias. If we assume
that the total forward current at a bias of about 0·40 V is equal to ID, we can
estimate the ratio IMfiD from the change of slope of the forward characteristic.
There is a slight increase of the slope from lower current values ( ~ I0- 6 A) to
higher currents. For a current higher than 1 mA the influence of the diode
resistance must be taken into account. From this increase of the slope we can
roughly estimate that fora current of about 100 [lA the recombination current
is of the order of 10 per cent of the total current. This has been done by com-
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Fig. 5. Forward characteristic of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode.

paring the change of the slope of the forward characteristic with the change of
the slope of a curve obtained by superposition of two curves, one representing I v
and the other representing IM.
An mustration of the above can be given by stared-charge measurements as
a function ofthe forward bias. Pink 25 ) performed stared-charge measurements
on silicon p+ -s-n+ structures. The relation between the constant current interval t 1 and the lifetime of the charge carriers 1: in the s region is given by Pink
for these structures:
exp (ttf<)
This relation has been calculated from the total stored charge Q in the s region.
As a boundary condition Q lp< is used for t = 0. This condition can only
be used when the total forward current is due to recombination in the middle
region 26 ). If only a fraction of the forward current is caused by recombination
in the s region, this fraction has to be used in the given relation to obtain the
lifetime of the charge carriers in the middle region. In fig. 6 some current vs time
characteristics are shown at different forward currents of an n+ -p-p+ diode.
Prom these transient curves (t 2 ~ 0) we may conclude that only the excess
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Fig. 6. Transient characteristics of a germanium n+·p-p+ diode at different forward currents.
carrier concentration of the p region contributes to the collected charge. This
excess carrier concentration is given by 23 ) n 1 [exp (e Vj2k1) l] for higher
forward bias.
In fig. 7 the stored charges shown in fig. 6 are plotted on a logarithmic scale
as a function of V/2, corrected for the infiuence of the diode-bulk resistance,
obtained from d.c. measurements. The slight difference between the slope of
the measured and the expected curve (slope efkT) might he caused by the slight
increase ofthe thickness ofthe stored-charge layer, dp, with increasing injection
level (the n+-p and p-p+ junctions are not abrupt). From fig. 7 we may decide
that the increase of dP is a bout 20% for an increase of the injection level by a
factor ten.
At a forward current of 100 !J.A we calculate for the apparent lifetime,
obtained by substituting the total forward current in the expression of Fink,
<a = 130 ns. From this the effective lifetime of the electroos and holes in the
p region is estimated as about I tJ.S.

Fig. 7. Voltage dependenee of the stored charge of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode.
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From the above we conclude that the amount of stored charge is determined
by the excess electron and hole concentrations in the middle region. The excess
concentration of the minority carriers in the n+ and p+ region are much smaller
because of the potential di:fferences across the n+ -p and p-p+ junctions. The
measured forward current is completely determined by the ditfusion recombination in the p+ region for higher forward bias (the impurity concentration in
the p+ region is smaller than in the n+ region).
If the increase of the forward current under pressure is caused by the change
of the effective lifetime, the amount of injected charge in the middle region will
not change with pressure for dM « LM, but if the current change is caused by
a decrease of the energy gap, the excess electron and hole concentrations will
increase. The origin of the current changes can be discussed from the pressure
dependenee of the stored charge.

3.1. Experimental arrangement

<

The n+ -p-p+ diodes examined are germanium ll1) mesa-etched diodes. A
p-type layer with a boron concentration of 1015 atoms cm- 3 bas been grown
epitaxially on a p+ substrate with a gallium concentration of 1018 atoms cm-3 •
A thin (2[L)n+ layer is made by ditfusion of As. The arsenic concentration at
the surface is 7.10 19 atoms cm- 3 . The p-type layer is about 2 f1. thick. The
diameter of the mesa diodes is 55 fL and silver contacts are evaporated.
3.2. Pressure dependenee of the forward current
Figure 8 shows the forward characteristics of an n+ -p-p+ diode with an
external series resistance of 50 Q - the oscilloscope input
for different
forces F with which the hardenecl-steel point is pressed on the surface of the
diode.
In fig. 10 lprF 113 is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of F 113 for
the characteristics of fig. 8, fora forward bias of 0·27V (see sec. 2). Weassume
that the measured currents are due to ditfusion recombination in the p+ region.
The term in square brackets of eq. (10) will vary from 0·82 to 1·03 in the range
of pressure used. For calculating a from the slope of the lprF 113 vs F 113 curves
the mean value of the term in square brackets (0·93) has been taken. From
different measurements a ;::::, -9.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 is found and this agrees with
the value found in sec. 2 for p-n junctions.

3.3. Pressure dependenee of the stored charge
The forward-current and the stored-charge measurements have been performed simultaneously for different forces at the bias V= 0·27 V. The storeclcharge measurements are shown in fig. 9a. Because of the large amount of
stored charge of the n+ -p-p+ diodes it is possible to performthese measurements
in a current region where the voltage drop across the series resistance may be
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Fig. 8. Forward characteristics of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode pressed by a hardenect-steel
point; R = 75 fL·

IF(mA)
q.
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4- t(ns)

12.
Fig. 9. (a) Transient characteristics of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode at constant forward bias
75 fL· (b) Transient characteristics
for different forces r~ using a hardenect-steel point; R
of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode at constant forward current for different forces F, using a
hardenect-steel point; R = 75 !L·
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neglected. From fig. 9a we see that the stored charge increases with increasing
force at a constant bias.
If we compare the amounts of stored charge at a certain forward current (e.g.
200 [LA) for the unpressed junction (fig. 6) and for the pressed part of the junction (fig. 9a), we see that the amount of charge in the latter case is smaller. This
may be due to the influence ofthe zdependence ofthechange oftheenergy gap,
to the difference in geometry and to small changes in lifetime and mobility.
The shape of the transient characteristics shown in fig. 9a is the same as for
the unpressed n+ -p-p+ diode. At larger pressures a tail appears .This tail may be
caused by the injected charge in the p+ region because of the larger pressure
sensitivity of the minority-carrier density in the p+ region ( oc n?). To compute the stored charges from curves as shown in fig. 9a, the charge in the tail
has been subtracted. To obtain a value for (X from the measured stored charge
we have to integrate the injected-carrier concentrations over the pressed part
of the p region.
If a z-dependent pressure pattern is applied on a p+ -i-n+ diode, n = p
n1
in the i region will depend on z (no external bias applied). The z dependenee
of n and pis caused by the z dependenee of Ec- EF and EF- Ev; Ec is the
level ofthe edge ofthe conduction band, Ev is the level ofthe edge ofthe valenee
band and EF is the Fermi level. The electric field acting on the electrons is

kT dn 0

oEc

en 0 dz

oz

and the field acting on the holes is

kTdp 0

epó dz
where n0 (z) and p 0 (z) are the carrier concentrations without bias and with pressure applied (see sec. 2.3). With an external bias applied and when d,~ « LM,
the carrier concentrations become (see eq. (12))

n(z) = p(z)

c 3 n;(z) exp (eV/2kT),

where c3 is a constant defined in sec. 2.3; Fn and Fv are not changed since
dnl

dn 0 1

dz n

dz n 0

and

dp 1

dp 0 1

dzp

dz Po

If an n+ -p-p+ diode is pressed by a round point, the carrier concentrations
in the pressed part of the p region are

n(z,r) = p(z,r) = c3 n1(z,r) exp (eVf2kT)
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at higher bias. Neglecting the stored charge without pressure in the pressed
part, the excess charge in the pressed part of the p region caused by the pressure P(z,r ), is
a dJ

Qpr = enpr = eppr = c3 eni0 exp (eVj2kT)

2

J J exp [-LlEG(z,r)j2kT] dz 2nr dr;
0

dlr

(13)

niO is the intrinsic carrier concentration without pressure, dh is the depth of
the n+-p junction, dh is the depthof the p-p+ junction and LlEG(z,r) is the
change of the energy gap caused by the pressure pattem of a round point pressed
dh

J exp [-LlEG(z,r)j2kT] dz can be approx!mated

on a flat surface. The integral

dj 1

by exp [-LlEG(dh,r)c 4 j2kT], where c 4 is a constant for a small range of pressure as has been shown in the appendix of ref. 12; c4 has been calculated
numerically for the pressure range used in this experiment. For the central
region of the pressed part c 4 = 0·85. At higher pressures and using the same
assumptions for the pressure pattem as in sec. 2, we find by integrating eq. (13):
Qpr

c3 eni04na 2 kT
R:!

-LJEG(d1,0)0·85

exp [(1j2kT) {eV- 0·85 LlEG(d1,0) }].

(14)

Equation (14) can be rewritten in terms of the force F and the radius a, as
has been done for eq. (9).
In fig. 10 the change of the stored charge, shown in fig. 9a, has been plotted
on a logarithmic scale as a function of F 113 (,he lower curve).
F om the slopes of these curves ex can be calculated (dh = 2 f!.). As shown
in fig. 7 we have to take into account a change of about 20 per cent in dp for
a change of the stored charge by a factor ten (the dashed line in fig. 10). From
different measurements ex R:! -8·5.10-6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 has been found.
The agreement between the values of ex obtained from the change ofthe forward current (the upper curve in fig. 10) and from the change of the stored
charge is striking. Within the experimental error and in view of the assumptions made for the pressure pattem, we may conclude from this agreement that
the current changes of germanium diodes are mainly due to changes of the
energy gap; the changes of the lifetime with pressure are not the principal cause
of the current changes.
4. Some remarks
(1) Preece et al.

7

) concluded from the decrease of the total stored charge
with increasing force at a constant forward-current level, that the current
changes are due to recombination in the space-charge region caused by pressure. Figure 9b shows what happens if the stored charge is m~asured at a
constant current level (decreasing forward bias). A decrease of the total stored
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Fig. 10. Force dependenee of the change of the forward current and of the change of the
stored charge of a germanium n+ -p-p+ diode at constant bias, pressed by a hardenecl-steel
point; R = 75 fL·

charge has been measured under increasing force for an n+ -p-p+ structure, with
a forward current of 80 fLA. By keeping the total forward current constant, the
junction voltage ofthe unpressed part is also changed. The increase ofthe stored
charge with pressure in the pressed region is smaller than the deercase of the
stored charge in the unpressed region caused by the deercase of the junction
voltage. At higher forces, when the current changes in the pressed part are much
larger than the current of the unpressed diode, the stored charge in the pressed
region will be nearly constant in constant-cmrent measurements. This can be
seen from eqs (8) and (14). In order to keep the total forward current constant,
the junction voltage of the pressed part of the diode has to be decreased for
increasing pressure, i.e. decreasing energy gap. The stored charge in the pressed
region can be derived from fig. 9b by taking into account the deercase of the
junction voltage of the unpressed region of the diode (the deercase of the forward bias is known). The stored charge in the pressed region bas been found
to be constant for higher pressures. From the above it can be seen that the
condusion of Preece et al. is questionable.
(2) During the experiments slow drift effects at higher forces were observed.
All measurements reported bere are performed quickly compared with this drift.
Measurements of the stored charge as a function of time for n+ -p-p+ diodes at
higher forces showed no increase of the stored charge with time at constant
force and constant forward bias with increasing current caused by drift. Therefore the observed drift effects may be caused by changes of the lifetime.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper measurements of the increase of the forward current and stored
charge of germanium p-n and p-s-n diodes under local pressures are described
and interpreted in terms of a change of the energy gap of the semiconducting
material under pressure.
From the experimental data obtained it can be concluded that the changes
of the forward current of germanium diodes, pressed by small round points,
is caused mainly by a change of the energy gap. The pressure dependenee of
the reverse current of germanium diodes must also be explained by a change
of the energy gap because of the correspondence found between the pressure
effect of reverse and forward currents 15 ).
Appendix

Section 2.3 gives the differential equation for the electron concentration in
the p region when the energy gap changes with z:

~
dz

2

(n . n

0)

n0

_

1 b[LlE0 (z)] d

kT

bz

('!__n~)

_1_

n0

Dnrv

dz

(n- no)
n0

= O. ( 6)

For an n+ -p diode the condition at the boundary of the depletion layer of the
junction in the p-type region is
n

n 0 exp (eVfkT),

where V is the forward voltage across the junction. The junction depth is d1
and when the surface of the diode is represented by z = 0, the above cond1 ; for z--+ w holds n = n 0 • If we assume that
dition is valid for z
1 ME0 (z)
kT

bz

c

is independent of z, the salution of eq. (6) is given by

(n-no)/n 0 =K1 exp[{C

(C 2

4/Dnrv) 112 }z/2]+
+ K 2 exp [{C (C 2 4/Dn<v) 112 } z/2].

+

(6a)

From the boundary conditions we obtain K 1 = 0 and K2 = exp (eVfkT)-1.
In the p region we may state that the current crossing the boundary of the
depletion layer is an electron current because bere the hole current is very small
in an n+ -p diode. From eqs (2), (4) and (6a) the forward-current density of a
pressed n+ -p diode is found to be
c3 eD n
n

1 2
2
°° {- C + (C + 4/Dn<v ) 1 } exp [(1/kT) {eV- LlE0 (d1)}].

2

(6b)
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+ (C2

4/D,.<p) 112

R-3

2/D,.7:PC

and the current density becomes
(6c)
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CHAPTER6

EFFECT OF HIGH UNIAXIAL PRESSURE ALONG THE
MAIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AXES FOR
SILICON AND GERMANIUM*)

Abstract

Small spherical points are pressed onto silicon and germanium diodes.
The presssure dependenee of the energy gap is deduced from the variations of the forward currents with stress for the three principal crystallographic directions. The results are found to be in very good agreement
with values obtained with the aid ofthe phenomenological deformationpotential theory. For high compressive stresses in the (111) direction
on silicon a value of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap is found,
which is larger than earlier publisbed values obtained from experiments
performed at Jower pressure levels. The difference is due to the infiuence
of shearing strain, which becomes important for higher stresses. Finally
the assumptions made for the pressure pattem in the semiconductor
are discussed in conneetion with the results.

1. Introduetion
The crigin of the changes of the currents of p-n junctions under homogeneons
unaxial pressure or caused by pressing a small spherical point onto the surface
of a diode, has been discussed in several papers 1 - 3 ).
Using a simplilled pressure pattem of a round point pressed on a flat surface
a quantitative analysis of the effect of stress on the currents was given 4 - 5 )
assuming that the change of the energy gap was the only cause of the current
variations and that the effect of stress on the minority-carrier lifetime, the
effective mass and the amount of generation-recombination eentres was
negligible. These assumptions were confumed specially by the experiments
measuring the pressure dependenee of the stored charge of germanium p-s-n
structures, with stress applied in the ( 111) direction.
In the present paper we report measurements made on germanium and silicon
diodes stressed in the three main crystallographic directions, namely (100),
(110) and (lil). The valnes of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap,
deduced from the current changes, are compared with the values obtained from
the phenomenological deformation-potential theory. Average values of the
experimentally deterrnined deformation-potential constauts are used for the
calculations of the changes of the energy gap. Lastly a comprehensive discussion
is given on the validity of the simplilled pressure pattern assumed in the semiconductor when stressed by a spherical point.
*) Published: Philips Res. Repts 23, 25-47, 1968.
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2. Experimental arrangement

The silicon p-n junctions examined were 50 x 50-fL 2 planar diodes with 2 fL
thick diffused p layers and n-type substrates. The germanium p-n junctions were
55-fL diameter mesa diodes with 2-[Ln layers and p-type substrates. The surfaces
of the silicon and germanium crystals used had their normals in the <IOO),
(llO) and <111) directions. Pressure was applied perpendicular to the central
region of the surface of the diode by means of an electromagnetic pressure
system. The position of the diamond point, with a radius of curvature of 25 fL,
could be adjusted with the aid of a micromanipulator.
3. Experiments

The pressure pattem generated in a semiconductor by pressing a spherically
shaped indenter onto the flat surface can be described, using simplifying assumptions, by 4 )
P(z,r)

(1)

where z is the distance to the surface, r the distance to the normal at the surface
in the centre ofthe stressed area and a the radius of this area. The pressure in the
3Fj2na 2 , where Fis the force with which
centre of the stressed area P(O,O)
the point is pressed on the diode. The radius of the area of contact between
the stylus and the surface of the diode is given by a= k 1 (FR) 113 where Ris
the radius of curvature of the stylus and k 1 depends on the elastic constanis
of the materials 7 • 8 ).
The pressure dependenee of the forward current of a diode stressed by a
rounded probe can be described by 6 )

o ln lprF 113
?Jpl/3

3rza2 (3d/ + a 2 )
~ 2nkTk 12R213(d/ + a2)2'
-

(2)

when the radius of the area of contact is a bout equal to the junction depth d1 ;
?!E6 /?!P is defined
as the pressure coefficient of the energy gap. In the above expression it is
assumed that the variations of the forward current are caused only by the
change of the energy gap. Values of r:1. for uniaxial pressures canthen be obtained
f om the slopes of the In lprF113 versus F 113 plots.
In fig. 1 the changes of the forward current of silicon p-n junctions made in
the three principal crystallographic directions are plotted versus P' 3 • The
average va:ues of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap derived from
several measurements are given in able I.
In fig. 2 the changes of the forward current of germanium junctions made in
the (110) and <111) directions are plotted. No curve is given for <IOO) because
lpr is the current pass:ng through the stressed area and r:t
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lprF113

to ~·T-

(arbitrary units)
100

I

111
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2·5

-

3{)•

F'IJ (g/13)

Fig. l. Force dependenee of the change of the forward current of silicon diodes at constant
bias for three main crystallographic directions.

TABLEI

Pressure dependenee of the energy gap under uniaxial pressure for silicon
crystallographic
directions
(100)
(110)
(111)

Y oung's modulus
(dynejcm 2 )
1·3.10 12
1·8.10 12
1·9.10 12

9

)

Poisson's
ratio 9 )

(eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

0·28
0·20
0·18

-8.I0-6
-4·5.10- 6
-s.I0-6

IX

for this direction the changes of the current caused by a reasonable pressure
level are small compared with the current passing through the unpressed part
of the diode. Only an upper limit for IX can be given. The values of ct., calculated
from several measurements on germanium, are given in table II.
From fig. 1 we see that the observable current changes for silicon stressed in
the <100) direction are detected at a lower pressure level than the current
variations measured with the stress applied in the <llO) and <111) directions.
This is because the value of IX for the <IOO) direction is larger than the valnes
measured for the <llO) and <111) directions (see table I). However, the changes
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2·0___ FIIJ(g,'/J) 2·5
Fig. 2. Force dependenee ofthe change of the forward current of germanium diodes at constant
bias for two main crystallographic directions.

TABLE II
Pressure dependenee of the energy gap under uniaxial pressure for germanium
crystallographic
directions
(100)
(llO)
(ll1)

I

Y oung's modulus 9 )
(dynefcm 2 )

Poisson's
ratio 9 )

1·05.10 12
1·4.10 12
1·55.10 12

0·26
0·20
0·16

Ct

(eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

< -4.10-6
-6.10- 6
-9.10- 6

of the forward current for the <I 10) direction are detected at a lower level than
those for the 111) direction, while the value of rx measured for the 111)
direction is larger than the va'ue obtained for the <I 10) direction. This is due
to the fact that the value of et for stress applied in the <111) direction is smaller
for lower stresses than for higher stress levels (see sec. 6).
The results of the measurements on silicon diodes with ·pressure applied in
the 111) direction agree very well with those obtained from the experiments
on transistors 4 ). For silicon stressed in the (110) and 100) directions no
transistor measurements were made.

<

<

<

<
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The results ofthe storecl-charge 6 ), transistor 4 ) and diode measurements 5 • 6 )
on germanium (111) agree very well (e< R:~ -9.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 ). The mean
value of e< obtained from the transistor 4 ) and diode experiments for the (110)
direction of german·um is -5·5.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •
The results of all the reported experiments are not affected by small changes
of the currents (drift) during the experiments, with the force and voltage kept
constant 5 • 10). For higher forces these drift effects increase, and thus limit our
range of pressure. For germanium the effect is larger than it is for silicon and
consequently the experiments on germanium are terminated at lower pressures
than those on silicon.
For germanium, the highest force that can be used for a diamond point with
a radius of curvature of 25 fJ.. is a bout I 0 grammes. This means that the maximum
pressure at the surface P(O,O) R:~ 8.104 kgjcm 2 , which corresponds to about
5.104 kg cm- 2 at the plane of the p-n junction. Recently the limit at which the
deformation starts to become plastic (Hugoniot elastic limit) bas been measured
to be 4·4 ± 0·4.104 kg cm- 2 11 ). A force of 20 grammescan be applied on
silicon before drift effects become important. This means a pressure at the centre
of the area of contact of about 1·3.105 kg cm- 2 and a maximum pressure at
the p-n junction of 8.104 kg cm- 2 •
If forces above 10 grammes and 20 grammes for germanium and silicon,
respectively, are used the forward currents of the p-n junctions at constant
voltage become instabie under constant stress. Usually an increase of the current
with time is observed and could have been caused by the generation of imperfections and the decrease inlifetime near the junction associated with plastic
deformations. If the pressure is very high, the /-V characteristic of the diode is
permanently changed after the removal of the point. This difference between
the /-V characteristic before and aftcr the pressure experiment ranges from smal\
to very large depending on the pressure level.
From different experiments a set ofvalues have been obtained for the pressure
dependenee of the energy gap of germanium and silicon for uniaxial pressures
in the principal crystallographic directions. In the first work reported by the
author on this subject 4 ) results were compared with the values calculated by
Wortman et al. 12 ). In the following sections thè results given in this paper will
be compared with those obtained from the deformation-potential theory.
Recently new work was publisbed on this subject 13 - 17).
4. Comparison with other experiments on energy-gap changes
Recently values of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap under uniaxial
pressure derived from various experiments have been reported. Imai et al. 3 )
interpreted the results of their measurements on the pressure dependenee of
the forward current of germaniumjunctions for homogeneaus uniaxial pressure
in the (111) direction as being caused by changes of the energy gap; they
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deduced a;:;::; -7·5.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 • Graham et al. 11 ) observed a decrease
of the resistivity of germanium under shock-wave compressi.on in the <I ll)
direction. From these measurements a pressure dependenee of the energy gap
of about -10- 5 eV kg- 1 cm2 has been calculated. Aschner et al. 17) measured
with the aid of infrared light the shift of the position of the fundamental
absorption edge of germanium, caused by uniaxial stress in the <111) direction.
Good agreement was found between measured and calculated changes of the
absorption edge for a -8·3.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 • Balslev 13 - 16) performed
optical-absorption measurements on silicon and germanium for uniaxial pressure in the (100), (110) and (lil) directions. Besides the change of the energy
gap under pressure Balslev observed the splitting of the valence- and conduction-band extrema.
In table JII several results are summarized. The intervals of pressure given
for the present work are the calculated pressures at the plane of the p-n junction.
The other experiments tabulated in table lil were performed with homogeneons
uniaxial pressures. These stresses were applied on the total surface ofthe samples
and therefore the intervals start at lower pressures. The lower limits for the
<111) direction of germanium and silicon are somewhat smaller than for the
other directions because in these experiments use was also made of points with
larger radii of curvature. Pressure intervals could have been extended to still
lower values if a compensation metbod had been used.
From table III it is seen that the values of rx, reported in sec. 3, are in good
agreement with those of the other experiments for all directions except for
silicon (111). The reason for this ditTerenee wiJl be discussed in sec. 6.
The results of the experiments on the pressure dependenee of the energy gap
are often interpreted via a phenomenological deformation-potential theory.
With the aid of deformation-potential constauts it is possible to compare the
results of these measurements with those of other experiments, e.g. piezoresistance and cyclotron resonance.

5. Deformation-potential theory
The variations with strain of the energy levels of the band extrema can be
described by deformation-potential constauts as has been shown by Herring
and Vogt Hl) and Pikus and Bir 19 ).
5.1. Conduction band
For the conduction band the change of the electron energy in the ith valley,
caused by a general deformation of the lattice can be described by 18)
6

.1Ec =

~
J=l

E1eJ.

(3)

V)

TABLE III

\0

Values of the pressure dependenee of the energy gap from various experiments
( 111) stress

(110) stress

(100) stress

(eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

interval of
pressure
(kg cm- 2 )

(eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

interval of
pressure
(kg cm- 2 )

(eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

0-8.10 3

-9·3.10- 6

0 -10 4

-4·6.10- 6

0 -104

-3·0.10- 6

3.104 -5.104

-8.10-6

4.10 4 -8.10 4

-4·5.10- 6

2.10 4 -8.10 4

-1·7.10- 6

0-2·5.10 3

-4-4.10-6

0-2·5.10 3

-7·8.10- 6

0-1·8.10 4

-7·5.10- 6

Ashner et al.

0-7.10 3

-8.10-6

Graham et al.

0-4.10 4

-lo-s

2.10 4 -5.10 4

-9.10- 6

interval of
pressure
(kg cm- 2 )

IX

IX

IX

silicon

Balslev
present work

-5.10- 6

germanium

Balslev

0-3·5.10 3

Imai et al.

\0

""'

~
0

present work

-5.10 4

< -4.10-6

3.104 -5.10 4

-5·5.10- 6
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To get this expression it has been assumed that the change of the energy does
not depend on k in momenturn space, while E1 are deformation-potential
constauts and ei are the strain components with respect to the crystal axes.
The strains are of the order of w- 2 and therefore the effect of deformation
may he considered as a small perturbation. The effect on energy is therefore
described by a first-order dependenee on strain with constant Ei. The definitions
of the elements used in eq. (3) are given in table IV. The strain components ei
TABLE IV
Definitions of strain components and deformation potentials
strain components

deformation potentials
oE

r:?
J....Jl= - -

r:?

'-'4

Bxz

+

~

Bzx

oE

-Oêxy

OBxx

es=

oE
=

~

oE

~z=--

~s=--

oeyy

Oêxz

oE
~3=--

Oêzz

~

oE

~6=--

Oêyz

are expressed in the elements of the general strain tensor eu (i,j = x,y,z) 20 ).
The surfaces of constant energy in k space are ellipsoids of revolution with
the symmetry axes in the 100) and 111 directions for silicon and germanium,
respectively. For the cases of cubic crystals with the valleys on the (100) and
111) axes in the Brillouin zone, symmetry allows that all six deformationpotential constauts can he expressed in terms of two constauts Eu and Ed.
These constauts are defined in a rectangular coordinate system for which the
z axis coincides with the symmetry axis of the valley

< >

<

<

r:?- 1

'-'d -

2

oE
(

--"

)
+ -oE
-" '

OBxx

Oêyy

(:JE

oE

OBxx

Oêyy

(4)
oE )

Eu==-! ( - - - " ---~~ + 2--_" ;
Oêzz

Eu is the deformation potential for pure shear along the symmetry axis of the
valley and Ed + -t Eu is the deformation potential descrihing pure dilatation;
e;;" are the deformations with respect to the coordinate system of the valley.
5.1.1. Germanium
The change of the electron energy in the valley on the <111) axis can he
expressed in deformations given with respect to the crystal axes:
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(5)
because from symmetry considerations it can beseen that E 1 = E 2 = E 3 and
E 4 = E 5 = E 6 • Transforming now from the crystal axes to a rectangular coordinate system of the <lll) valley, e.g. (112, llO, 111), it is found that

where e;" are the strain components and
"are the deformation-potential
constants with respect to the coordinate system of the valley. From the above
it is seen that E 1 " = E/'
.!:l 1
E 4 and
2
and it follows
that E 1 = Ed -+ Eu/3 and 8 4
Eu/3.
Thus the change of the energy in the valley can be expressed in E m E d and ei:
.JEe= (Ed

+ t Eu) (el + ez + e3) + t

(e4

+ es +eG)·

(6)

The change of the energy in the other valleys can be obtained by rotatiori
through 90, 180 and 270 degrees.
5.1.2. Silicon

The change of the electron energy in the valley on the (100) axis is
(7)

because from symmetry it follows that
E5
0 and E 2
E3•
Transforming from the crystal axes toa coordinate system defined by the (100)
valley, for example (010, 001, 100), the change of the electron energy is found:
LlEc

=

(Sd

+ ! Su) (el + ez + e3)

! Eu {(el

ez)

(el- e3) }.

(8)

The change for other valleys can he easily found by transformation.
5.2. Valenee band

The infiuence of a general strain on the valenee-band maximum has been
0 is fourfold
described by Pikus et al. 19). The valenee-band maximum for k
degenerate while a twofold-degenerate band is split off by spin-orbit coupling.
The energy separation between the twofold- and the fourfold-degenerate band~
is 0·044 eV and 0·29 eV for silicon and germanium, respectively. For the top
of the valenee band at k = 0 the change of the hole energy caused by general
strain is calculated, neglecting the influence of the split-off band 19):
(9)
with

E/ =

J bo 2

{(el- ez) 2 +(el- e3) 2 + (ez- eJ) 2} +
+ t do 2 (e4 2 + es 2

+ e6 2).

(10)

\0

TABLEV

.....
Q)
~

A

o;j

Change of the energy gap EG for uniaxial pressures (Pis positive for pressures)

,..!:1

u

I

pressure

valley

LIEG

---

t

silicon
Eu- ao) (Su + 2s12)P -lbo(Su- S12)PI

~- t

E u(Su

-

S 12)P

(100)
uniaxial

-(Ed +

(111)
uniaxia1

-(Ed +

t.

Eu- a0 ) (Su + 2s12)P

(110)
uniaxial

-(Ed +

t

Eu- ao) (Su + 2Sn)P- t{4bo 2(Su- S12) 2 + do 2S44 2}112 IPI+
Eu(Su- S12)P

hydrostatic

-(Ed

+ tEu(Su

- S12)P

-I~
S44PI
2 t/3

all

-t
+ 1+ t Eu(Su- Sn)P

+ t Eu- ao) 3(Su + 2S12)P

100, Ioo
010, oi~
{ 001, 001

010, ~Io
{ 100, 100
001, ooi
all

germanium

(100)
uniaxial
(111)
unaxial
(110)
uniaxial
hydrostatic
00
\0

-(Ed +

t

-(Ed +

t

-(Ed +

t

all
111,III

Eu- ao) (Su + 2S12)P -lbo(Su- S12)PI

{-i

do
I
EuS44p
Eu- ao)(Su + 2S12)P- --S44P
+ ~ EuS44p
I 2 t/3
2
Eu- ao) (Su + 2S12)P- t{4bo (Su- S12) 2 + do 2S44 2}1 12 IPI +
{

1-(Ed + t Eu- a0 ) 3(811

+ 2S12 )P

+ +

EuS44p
EuS44p

~~~ ~I~ lil_
{ 111, 111, 111

ui, n 1
Iu, 111, lil, Il1
111, 1

n,

all
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At k = 0 the degeneracy is partly removed and the result is two twofolddegenerated bands separated by an energy of 2Ee: a0 , b0 and d 0 are the deformation-potential constauts ofthe valenee band*). The same expression has been
calculated by Hauser et al. 21 ) using a hamiltonian descrihing the infiuence of
strain on the valenee band as has been given by Kleiner et al. 22 ). The reason
why three deformation-potential constauts are needed, while the valenee-band
maximum lies at a highly symmetrical point, is that the surfaces of constant
energy in k space are warped surfaces rather then ellipsoids.
In table V the changes of the energy gap are given for the cases of uniaxial
pressure along the (100), (110) and (111) axes for silicon and germanium.
To express the variation of the energy gap in terms of applied pressure, use is
made of the compliance constauts S 11 , S 1 2 and S 44 to express strains in stresses.
The valleys for which the change of the energy applies are given in the third
column.
6. Comparison of the results with theory

With the aid of table V and by using average values for the deformationpotential constants, the pressure dependenee of the energy gap for stress applied
in the principal crystallographic directions can be calculated. The hydrostaticpressure dependenee of the energy gap for silicon and germanium has been
accurately measured. For germanium an average value of rx, obtained from
different investigations 23 - 25 ) (;::,; 5·25 0·25.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 ) will be used,
while for silicon a value obtained from the experiments of Slykhouse et al. 23 )
and Paul et al. 26 ) (:x;::,; -1·75 ± 0·25.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 ) is used. From these
values we can deduce a value for (Ed + t Eu- a 0 ) as can beseen from table V.
The changes of the energy gap under uniaxial pressure are expressed, apart
from the hydrostatic part, by Eu, lbol and ldol· These three deformationpotential constauts were determined in several experiments. In table VI some
of these values are tabulated.
6.1. Germanium

From the experiments on the dependenee of the energy gap on hydrostatic
pressure, it follows that for germanium Ed
t Eu- a0 -4·0 0·2 eV.
Average values for the deformation-potential constant obtained from table VI
are Eu
17·5 ± 1·5 eV, !bol
2·2 ± 0·4 eV and ldol = 4·5 ± 0·8 eV. With
these values of the constauts the change of the energy gap for uniaxial pressure
in the (100), (110) and (lll) ctirections can be calculated. The result is
*) The notation of the deformation-potential constauts used here is the notation of Pikus

et al. The suffix 0 has been added to avoid confusion with other constauts used in the
paper. Hauser et al. use the notation of Kleinerand Roth Dd, D. and Du' with Dd
-a 0 ,
D. =
(3/2)b 0 and Du' = - (j/3/2) d 0 •
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(100)
(110)
(111)

a= -1·0 ± 0·6.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm2 ,
a= -4·7 0·9.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 ,
a= -8·8 1·2.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •

If we compare these values with those reported in this paper obtained from
the change of the forward current of p-n junctions and tabulated in table UI,
it is seen that the agreement is very good.

TABLE VI
Deformation-potential constants for germanium and silicon
germanium

Eu (eV)

17·3
16·3
19·2
18·0

................... .......... ..

Ibol

(eV)

.

...........

1·8
2·4
2·7

reference
27 *)
16
28
29

reference

8·5

29
14
27

8·6
9·6

............... ....... ..... ···········

30
16
31

.................... ........ .. ., ..... ........................

........

!dol (eV)

16
31
32

3·5
4·7
7·0

silicon

······

"

...........

.. .........

29
27
33

3·1
2·5
1·4

........ ....................... .......

8·3
3·1
5·3

29
33
14

*) The deformation-potential constant of Goroff et al. as given in table liJ of ref. 27 has

not been calculated correctly from table I of ref. 27.lt has to be (3/2) 11·5 eV
as can be seen with the aid of eq. (6) of this paper.

17·3 eV

6.2. Silicon
For silicon there are some complications. It is known that there is a twofold
degeneracy of the lowest conduction bands at the boundary of the Brillouin
zone in the (100) direction. Now, Hensel et al. 34) have pointed out that the
degeneracy is Iifted by applying a uniaxial pressure along the (011) direction
on silicon. This lifting is interpreted from the viewpoint that the cubic symmetry
is disturbed and therefore the origin of the degeneracy is removed. The splitting
in energy is described by 2Eu'e 6 for the (100) minimum. From cyclotronresonance experiments 34) Eu' is determined to be about 5·7 eV. From band
calculations 27 ) it was found that ' = 7·8 eV.
The minima of the conduction band are not located at the zone boundary
for zero stress but at a point 85 per cent away from the centre towards the
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boundary on the (100) axis 35 ). For increasing shearing strain e 6 , the (100)
minimum moves to the zone boundary, due to band mixing. At lower strain
levels the change of the energy of the conduction-band minimum is found to
be 36)
(11)
where the last term is due to band mixing; iJE is the energy separation between
the lowest conduction bands at the minimum for zero stress, while e, = e6
for the (100), = e 5 for the (OIO) and
e 4 for the (001) minimum.
For higherstrain levels, when the minimum has reached the zone boundary,
the change in energy is

(12)
The change of the energy gap for uniaxial pressure can be calculated using the
figures of tables V and VI and with the aid of eq. (12).
From the experiments under hydrostatic pressure it is seen that
Ed t
a 0 = 1·65 ± 0·25 eV. Average values of the deformation-potential constauts will be used in the calculations. These are
8·9 ± 1·0 eV,
lbol 2·2 ± 0·4 eV, ldol = 5·3 1·2 eV and Eu' = 6·7 1·0 eV. For the
case when silicon is stressed in the (100) direction there are no complications,
because there is no shearing strain at all. When stress is applied in the (110)
direction it has been shown that the removal of the degeneracy only applies
to the (001) and (OOI) minima. From tableV we see that these minima are
higher in energy than the other minima under compressive stresses. This
energy separation is lt Eu (S 11 SdP, = 4·6.10- 6 P eV. Due to the influence
of Eu' the (001) and (OOÏ) valleys are lowered. This lowering is at most
Eu' S 44 P/2 1'>:3 4·3.10- 6 P eV. From the above it is clear that the influence of the
shearing strain on the pressure dependenee of the energy gap may be neglected
for the case of (110) compression on silicon. For pressures applied in the (111)
direction, shearing strains give an extra term to the pressure dependenee of
the energy in all the conduction-band minima. This term is
'S 44 P/3 1'>:3
-2·9.10- 6 P eV. From the above discussion and by using tableV the pressure dependences of the energy gap for uniaxial pressure applied in the principal
crystallographic directions can be calculated:
(100)
(110)
(lil)

rx
-8·3
rx
-4·0
rx = -5·5

± 1·2.10- 6
± 0·8.10- 6

eV kg- 1 cm 2 ,
eV kg- 1 cm 2 ,
H.I0- 6 eV kg- 1 cm2 •

These values have to be compared with those obtained from measurements
on p-n junctions as given in table 111. It is seen that the agreement is again very
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good. The difference between the value obtained by Balslev and the value
reported here for the (ll1) direction for silicon, is caused by the influence of
the shearing strain e 6 in the conduction-band minima, as has been pointed out
above. The pressures used by Balslev in his experiments are much smaller than
those used in these experiments. At lower strain levels the con tribution of the
shearing strain to the change in energy of the minimum of the conduction band
is proportional to the strain squared and is negligible. The value for the pressure
dependenee of the energy gap found by Balslev has to be compared with
ct.= -2·6 ± 0·6.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •
Fr om the result on silicon stressed along the ( 111) axis it may be concluded
that, within the experimental errors, the minimum of the conduction band is
at or very near the boundary of the Brillouin zone for the pressures used.
From fig. 1 it is seen that for the (110) direction the changes of the current
are detected at a lower pressure level than for the ( 111) direction, while the
sensitivity to pressure is larger for the (111) case. This can be understood as
being due to the reduced sensitivity at lower pressure levels for the (111)
direction, as has been shown above.
The effect of band mixing in the valenee band 37 ) might be noticeable at
higher pressures on silicon 14). For germanium this effect cannot be expected
because the spin-orbit splittingis too large. For silicon, however, this splitting
is only 0·044 eV, and when the change in energy ofthe valenee band caused by
strain is of the magnitude of this splitting, there should be non-Iinear shifts due
to band mixing. However, this effect was not observed, possibly because it was
overshadowed by experimental errors.
In this section the changes of the energy gap for uniaxial pressure have been
described. The pressure pattern in a single crystal pressed by a round point on
a flat surface has been simplilled in order to get experimental values for the
pressure dependenee of the energy gap. In the next section the influence of
these simplifications on the results will be discussed.

7. The inftuence of the simplifications on the results
The assumptions concerning the pressure pattern in a single crystal pressed
by a round point on the flat surface, made in earlier publications 4 ) are:
(1) the direction of the pressure is perpendicular to the flat surface,
(2) the pressure distribution of the surface may be used for each value of z in
the stressed part of the materiaL
For isotropie materials there are calculations available descrihing the pressures generated under a round point. These results have shown that there are
shearing stresses and also stresses parallel to the surface. Germanium and silicon
single crystals are not isotropic, but for the purpose of obtaining a rough idea
regarding the influence of the simplifications on the results these calculations
are useful.
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Normalized
pressure

l

0·8

vz for r=Q

z

2·0

a
Fig. 3. Dependences on z of the various stresses in an isotropie medium, stressed by a round
point.

The z dependences of the various stresses as calculated by Fuchs 7 ) are shown
in fig. 3. Cylindrical coordinates are used because of the axial symmetry. The
z axis is defined as the normal to the fiat surface at the centre of the circular
stressed area. The pressure component az is drawn for r = 0 and the z de·
pendenee is governed by a2 /(a 2 + z 2 ) where a is the radius of the stressed
area. The component a, is also drawn for r = 0 (and is equal to a~ for r
0).
It can be seen that with increasing z, a, deercases more rapidly than tYz. From
symmetry considerations it follows that the shearing stresses r:,~
T~z
0.
The shearing stress -r,z is given in fig. 3 for r = a. This is beeause -r,"
0 for
r = 0. This stress has approximately its maximum value for r
a for the
z values of interest (z R=1 a).
The r dependenee of the various stresses are shown in fig. 4 for the plane
z = a. The pressure pattem used for interpreting the results of the experiments,
az appr = P(z,r ), is also shown in the figure. The r dependenee is given by
(a 2 - r 2 ) 1 12 ja (see eq. (1)). For small values of r it can be seen that az appr
is a good approximation of the pressure pattern. For larger r, however, the
differenees between (Jz and (Jz appr beeome appreciable.
The current passing through the pressed part of a p·n junction is described by
lpr =

Jj(r)2nrdr.

(13)

0

The current density j(r) is found to depend exponentially on the changes of
the energy gap (see sec. 2.3 of ref. 6). The r dependenee of the energy·gap
changes is given by (a 2 - r 2 ) 112 fa. Now it can be seen with the aid of eq.
(13) that there is a value for r (rmax) for which the integrand has a maximum
value. Fora diamond point with a radius of curvature of 25 IJ., r max bas a value
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0·625,-------;-------,-----,-------,
Pressure

Z=Q

0·25f------

(}5

1·0

~fr

2·0

Fig. 4. Dependences on r of the various stresses in the plane z=a, in an isotropie medium,
stressed by a round point.

between 0·3a and 04a for the diodes used in these experiments. This value
depends, besides the pressure dependenee of the energy gap, on the ratio of
the areas of t:1e stressed and unstressed part of the p-n junction. This is because
the energy gap has to be changed by a certain amount before the stressed part
of the diode produces an extra current which is comparable with the current
passing through the rest of the diode. For r > 0·5a the integrand can be
neglected. Nearly the whole current Ipr passes through the area determined by
the valu es of r between 0· 3a and 0·4a. Therefore, the validity of the pressure
pattem will only be discussed for r between 0·3a and 0·4a.
In secs 5 and 6 equations descrihing the change in energy of the valence·band
maximum and conduction-band minima for general strain have been obtained.
Consequently it is possible to calculate the change of the energy gap for the
more exact pressure pattem (from the calculations of Fuchs).
7.1. Stressed along the (001) axis
The changes in energy of the valence- and conduction-band extrema are
expressed in terms of strains given with respect to the crystal axes. Therefore
it is necessary to transferm the pressure pattern, given in cylindrical coordinates,
to the rectangular coordinate system determined by the crystal axes. The result
is shown in appendix I. Only for silicon a value of ('/. is obtained because for
germanium this quantity is too small to be measured. The changes in energy
of the Jowest conduction-band minima and of the valenee-band maximum are
also given in appendix I. The change of the energy gap does notdepend on e 5
and e6 with the result that L1EG is not a function of{} ({}is the angle about
the axis of symmetry of the cylindrical coordinate system).
In the experiment on silicon given in fig. 1 the radius of contact ranges from
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1·8 !L to 2·4 !L· With reference to figs 3 and 4 the values of a., a, and 'ï,z at
r 1'1::1 0·35a can be estimated for the pressure interval used in the experiments.
In this way the changes of the energy gap calculated for az appr and for the
more exact pressure pattern can be compared. It turns out that the change of
the energy gap calculated for the more exact pressure patternis a bout 5 per cent
smaller than the change calculated by using az appr· It is concluded therefore,
that the value of a given in table III is about 5 per cent too small. The corrected
value is a -8·5.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •
7.2. Stressed along the (011) axis
In appendix II the changes of the extrema of the valenee and conduction
band are given for germanium and silicon. For germanium 'ïrz causes a splitting
in energy of the four minima, which are the lowest in energy under uniaxial
pressure. The change ofthe energy gap depends on {} and therefore the current
density is a function of{}. Fortheupper and lower limits of pressure used in the
experiment given in fig. 2 the current density is shown as a function of {} in
fig. 5. It is seen that the current-density distribution depends on the pressure
-i1EG=0·17 eV for ~·30°
, ---MG=0·25eV for ~=30°

(arbltrary units)

0·5 !--------\"--\-;,...--..

-90
(o)

Fig. 5. Current density as a function of f} for germanium stressed in the (llO) direction for
different forces.

level. This is because the current density is an exponential function of the change
of the energy gap. It is also seen from fig. 5 that the energy gap is determined
by the ( 111) and (ïll) valleys for positive values of {} and by the ( lll) and
(îl 1) valleys for negative values of{} for stresses along the (llO) direction.
The change of the energy gap for silicon depends also on iJ. From a calcu-
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lation on the value of a caused by (Jz appr and by the more exact pressure pattern
it follows that for both silicon and germanium, the value of a given in table III
was about 10 per cent too large. The corrected va'ues are for germanium
a= -5.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 and for silicon a= -4.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 •

7.3. Stressed along the (111) axis
In appendix III the changes of the energy of the various extrema of the bands
are given for germanium and silicon. A calculation of the correction to be made
for germanium results in a value of a which is 5 per cent larger than the value
given in table liL The corrected value of a is therefore a
-9·5.10- 6 eV
1
2
kg- cm •
For silicon the change in energy of the minima of the conduction band are
d:tferent for the various minima. In fig. 6 the changes in energy of these minima

I

4.·5'----'---'--'----'--_J_--'-----'---'---'-----''----'-----'

0

60

120

180

24.0

300

-~...

360

'IJ-(0)

Fig. 6. Dependenee on {} of the change of the energy gap for silicon stressed in the (111)
direction.

are shown as a function of#. In this figure the {} dependenee in the change of the
valenee-band edge is neglected. The changes of the minima for (Jz appr are also
shown. The energy gap is determined by the different minima of the conduction
band depending on the value of#. Figure 6 shows that the more exact pressure
pattern gives rise to a value of a which is a bout 5 per cent smaller than the value
given in table III (a= -5.10- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 ).
For r
a, <rz has approximately its maximum value, but the changes of the
energy gap caused by <rz bere are small compared with the changes due to (Jz
for r ranging from 0·3a to 0·4a. The contribution of T,z for r """ a to the current changes may therefore be neglected.
In tab:e VII the calculated values of a, obtained in the prev:ous section are
given tagether with the corrected values of a. The agreement is very good. The
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TABLE VII

Comparison between calculated and measured values for the pressure dependenee of the energy gap oe
stress direction

Si

Ge

oe calculated
(I0- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

(100)
<IIO)
(111)

-8·3
-4·0
-5·5

(100)
<IIO)
(111)

-1·0
-4·7
-8·8

±
±

oe measured
(I0- 6 eV kg- 1 cm 2 )

1·2
0·8
1·1

-8·5
-4

0·6

-4
-5
-9·5

:±: 0·9
1·2

-5

errors for the measured values are not shown. If systematic errors are excluded
these are approximately 10 per cent (mean spread of the experiments).
The conclus:on of this sect:on is that the simplified pressure pattern, as has
been used for interpreting the current changes ofp-n junctions under localload,
is quite a good approximation for points with a radius of curvature of the order
of 25 fJ. and junct;on depths wh'ch areabout equal to the radius of the area of
contact between the point and the surface of the diode.
8. Discussion and conclusions

The intention of our investigations on the pressure sensitivity of the currents
passing through silicon and germanium p-n junctions, pressed by round styli,
was to deduce the cause of the current variations. The first experiments were
performed on silicon transistors 4 ). The a'terations of the collector current as
a funcfon of pressure were interpreted by assuming that the change of the
energy gap was the cause of the current variations. For points with small radii
of curvature a difference between the pressure sensitivity of the collector current
and base current was found and this difference was expla ned by means of an
energy-gap gradient. However, the measured difference in pressure sensitivity
of the base and collector current was larger than the calculated difference. The
reason for this might he the fol!ow·ng.
For ca' culating the influence of the energy-gap gradient on the currents it was
assumed that the value of oEc;(oP was constant for all stra:ns. The experiments
were performed with the point pressed in the (111) direction. In the present
paper it is shown that for siEcon the pressure sensit:vity of the energy gap
increases with increasing strain for this direction. This causes an extra energygap gradient in the transistor and therefore an extra difference in the pressure
sensitivity of the base current and the collector current.
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All these experiments were explained by energy-gap changes without explicitly
given proof. From the measurements on p-s-n structures 6 ) by measuring the
stored charge and the forward current simultaneously as a function of pressure
it was possible to conclude that the energy-gap changes are the cause of the
current alterat:ons.
In the present paper experiments with the point pressed in the three principal
crystallographic directions are described. The values obtained for the pressure
sensitivity of the energy gap agree very well with the values obtained from the
deformation-potential theory (see table VII).
For pressure applied in the <111) direct:on on silicon the value found by
Balslev is smaller than the one reported bere. The d:tference is explained by the
influence of shearing strain. For higher pressure evels this influence has to be
considered.
From the striking agreement between the values of a calcu · ated with the
deformation-potential theory and the values reported in this paper it is concluded that the pressure pattem as used for interpreting the results of experiments on p-n junctions under localload is a good approximation. The d:scussion on the validity of the pressure pattem given in the last section of this paper
indicates that the errors in the value of a due to the simplifications, are 10 per
cent or less.
From the above it is clear that the reversible alterallons of the currents
passing through silicon and germanium p-n junctions under local load are due
to changes of the energy gap and are not caused by the creation of generationrecombination eentres or by a decrease of the lifetime. It is not the anisotropy
of the forces that determines the current variations but the magnitude of the
forces. The name anisotropic stress effect (ASE) is therefore not very appropriate.

Note

After preparing the manuscript an artiele was pub[shed on the same subject
in Jap. J. appl. Phys. 6, 475, 1967 by Y. Kanda. In a similar way as done in
this paper values of a for silicon and germanium under uniaxial pressure in the
main crystallographic directions were obtained by using the deformationpotential theory. The deformation-potential constauts used by Kanda are
slightly different from those used in this paper. The influence of Eu' is not
incorporated in his calcu!ations, whi!e only a comparison between theory and
experiment (from refs 3 and 5) is g·ven for the <I 11) direction of germanium.
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Appendix I

The strains given with respect to the crystal axes caused by pressing a round
point in the (001) direction (see sec. 7) are
e1
e3
e4
e5

= e 2 = -G, (S11 + S12) - S 12 az,
= -2a,S1 z- S 11 an
=

e6

0,
-sin(1/}r,"S44 ,
-cos(fJ)'r,zS44·

(14)

The z axis of the pressure pattem and of the coordinate system of the crystal
axes coincide.
The change in energy of the (OOI) and (OOT) minima of the conduction
band of silicon is calculated froni eqs (8) and (14). Por these two minima,
which are the lowest in energy when the crystal is stressed in the (001) direction,
the change in energy is
LlEc

-(Bd +

t E'u)(Sll +

20',)- i 8" (Su

lS12)(0'z

Su) (az

a,).
(15)

The change in energy of the valenee-band maximum is

+ 2S12)(az

-a(Su

AEv

2a,) +{b 2 (S11 - S 12) 2 (a. -a,) 2

+ ~ S 44

12
2

T,/r
(16)

Appendix 11

With the point pressed in the (011) direction the change in energy of the top
of the valenee band is calculated in a similar way as shown for the (001) direction in appendix I. The result is
AEv

=

-a(S11 + 2S12)(0'z + 2a.)

+

(tb

2

(S11

-

S

12 )

J2S

+t(az-a,) 2 }+--f--{T,/sin2 fJ

2

{6T,/ cos 2

t(az-a,) 2 }

fJ+

]112
•

(17)

Por germanium the change in energy of the minimum of the conduction band is
AEc=-(Bd + tEuHSu +2S1z)(az+20'.) -iJE'uS44{d'z- a,

2

V2 sîn(fJ)Trz}.
(18)

The + sign has to be used for the (111) and (liÏ) minimum and the
applies for the (lll) and (1 Iï) valleys.
Por silicon the change in energy of the
AEc

=

-(84 +

t Eu)(Su

m~nimum

+ lS1z)(az + 2a,)

sign

of the conduction bandis

t Bu(Su

S12)x
X {t (az-a,)± 3Trz COS fJ}.

(19)
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The change in energyofthe (010) and (OÏO) valleys 's represented by he+ sign
s'gn.
and the change in energy of the (001) and (OOT) valleys by the
Appendix DI

The change of the top of the valenee band is, when the point is pressed in
the ( 111) direction,
!.lEv
2

+ d

R::>

-a(S11 + 2S 12 )(a.

442
:

{t {(az

-a,) 2

2a,) + [b 2 r,"Z 2(S11

r,, 2 } +

V:

S 12 ) 2 +
12

(az

a,)'l'rz sin

~}J •

(20)

For the (111) and (lÏÏ) valleys of the conduction band of germanium the
change in energy is
!.lEe -(Eà +

t Eu) (Su

+ 2Stz) (a. + 2a,) +
- t EuS44 (az-a, +

li V2 'l'rz sin ~).

(21)

The change in energy of the minima of the conduction band of silicon is for
the (100) and (lOO) minima

= -(Ea + t Eu) (Su + 2S12) (az
x(V2 sin~- V6 cos~)+ Eu'S44 t(a.

AEc

2a,)

a, +

+ t Eu(S S12)r,. X
t V6 r,. cos ~- t V2 r,. sin~).
11 -

(22)

for the (010) and (OIO) minima

= -(Ea + t Eu) (S11 + 2Stz) (az + 2a,) t Eu(S11 - S12);;rz x
x CV2 sin~ + V6 cos~) + E,/ s44 t (az-a, ! V6 'l'rz COS ~),

!.lEe

(23)

and for the (OOI) and (OOÏ) minima
AEc

-(Ea

+ t Eu) (Stt + 2S12) (a. + 2a,) + t Eu(Su S12)r,. x
x (-2 V2 sin #) + Eu' S44 t (a.- a, + V2 r,. sin ~).

(24)
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SAMENVATTING
De opzet van het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift was een beter
begrip te krijgen van het mechanisme van de veranderingen in de karakteristieken die optreden wanneer naalden met afgeronde toppen op p-n overgangen
worden gedrukt.
De afgeronde naalden hebben een kleine kromtestraal en worden gedrukt op
de vlakke bovenkant van diodes en transistoren. Onder deze naalden ontstaan
zeer grote mechanische spanningen in het materiaal en deze veroorzaken zeer
grote veranderingen in de stroom-spanning karakteristieken van de p-n overgangen die vlak onder het oppervlak liggen.
Na een kort inleidend en samenvattend hoofdstuk wordt in hoofdstuk 2 een
algemene diskussie gegeven over het effect van druk op silicium en germanium
p-n overgangen. De drukafhankelijkheid van de verschillende parameters wordt
behandeld en een overzicht is gegeven van de verschillende experimenten, terwijl
mogelijke toepassingen zijn beschreven in het aatste gedeelte van dit hoofdstuk.
De hoofdstukken 3 tot 6 zijn vrijwel gelijk aan eerder verschenen publikaties. In hoofdstuk 3 worden de metingen gedaan aan siliciumtransistoren beschreven. Door de drukgevoeligheid van de basis- en collectorstroom te
meten is het mogelijk het gedrag onder druk van zowel de electronen als de
gaten die over de emitter-basisovergang stromen te bestuderen. Voor naalden
met zeer kleine kromtestralen blijkt het nodig te zijn ook de gradient van de
mechanische spanningen in de emitter en de basis te beschouwen voor de inter·
pretatie van de resultaten, terwijl voor naalden met grotere kromtestralen deze
gradient klein en verwaarloosbaar is.
In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 is een beschrijving gegeven van de metingen die
werden uitgevoerd aan germanium diodes en p-s-n strukturen. De drukgevoeligheid van de stromen in de voorwaarts- en de sperrichting zijn gemeten en
vergeleken met resultaten van experimenten gedaan met homogene uniaxiale
druk. De veranderingen in de opgeslagen lading in p-s-n strukturen is gemeten
als functie van de druk en op deze wijze is het mogelijk de veranderingen in de
dichtheid van de minderheidsladingsdragers te volgen. De minderheidsladingsdragers bepalen nl. voor een groot deel de drukgevoeligheid van de stroomspanningskarakteristieken.
Met behulp van de resultaten van de experimenten beschreven in de hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 kan worden aangetoond dat de drukgevoeligheid van de bandafstand de veranderingen in de karakteristieken goed beschrijft. Kwantitatieve
resultaten voor de drukafhankelijkheid van de bandafstand onder uniaxiale
druk, aangelegd in de (111) richting van het halfgeleiderkristal, zijn uit de
metingen afgeleid door een vereenvoudigde drukverdeling in te voeren. In het
laatste hoofdstuk zijn metingen aan germanium en silicium diodes beschreven,

waarbij de druk in verschillende kristalrichtingen werd aangelegd. De verkregen
resultaten voor de drukgevoeligheid van de bandafstand voor de verschillende
kristalrichtingen komen zeer goed overeen met de waardes berekend met de
deformatiepotentialentheorie. Het drukgebied waarin metingen van de bandafstandsveranderingen veroorzaakt door uniaxiale druk zijn uitgevoerd is op
deze manier uitgebreid met een faktor 5 tot 10.
Tenslotte wordt een uitgebreide diskussie gegeven over de nauwkeurigheid
van de vereenvoudigde drukverdeling die werd gebruikt voor het verkrijgen
van de kwantitatieve resultaten.

STELLINGEN
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STELLINGEN
I

Door de drukgevoeligheid van de stromen door silicium p-n overgangen als
functie van de uniaxiale druk in de ( 111) richting te meten kan de door druk
veroorzaakte verplaatsing van de minima in de geleidingsband langs de (100)
assen worden bepaald.
Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift.

ll

Tegen de door Rindner uitgevoerde experimenten ter vergelijking van het effect
van homogene en anisotrope druk op de elektrische eigenschappen van p-n
overgangen en tegen de daaruit getrokken conclusies zijn ernstige bezwaren
aan te voeren.
W. Rindner, J. appl. Phys. 36, 2513, 1965.

111
De door Edwards gegeven beschrijving van de drukgevoeligheid van de transistor-stromen voor het geval waarbij de collector en de emitter in een silicium
transistor elektrisch zijn verwisseld, is ten dele onjuist.
R. Edwards, IEEE Trans. ED-11, 286, 1964.

IV
Het plaatsen van een collimator tussen de depolarisator en de analysator in de
opstelling van Braicovich et al. voor het meten van de depolarisatie van {J
stralen in folies kan aanleiding geven tot onbetrouwbare resultaten terwijl een
energie- en hoekselectie van de {J stralen de interpretatie van de resultaten ten
goede zou zijn gekomen.
N. Braicovich et al., Nucl. Phys. 63, 548, 1965.
J. van Klinken et al., Nucl. Phys. 61, 593, 1965.

V
Het is aanvechtbaar de metingen van de longitudinale polarisatiegraad van
{J stralen van P 32 , zoals die zijn uitgevoerd door Wenninger et al., te presenteren als absolute metingen.
H. Wenninger et al., Nucl. Phys. A96, 177, 1967.

VI
Een methode voor detectie van y stralen waarbij een laagje thorium van optimale dikte voor Si(Li)-detectoren wordt aangebracht heeft voordelen boven
de bekende methode waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van de Campton-terugverstrooiing in het silicium kristal.
H. Hick et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 24, 327, 1963.
H. Aiginger, Atomkernenergie 9, 355, 1964.

VII
Bij het beschieten van een silicium eenkristal met versnelde gallium ionen kan
de indringdiepte van gallium aanmerkelijk worden vergroot door het kristal
tijdens het beschieten niet op, maar enkele honderden graden boven kamertemperatuur te houden.
G. D. Watkins, Effets der rayonnemeuts sur les semiconducteurs,
Dunod, Paris, 1965. p, 97.

VIII
Pilbrow et al. stellen ten onrechte dat uit de door Hagen waargenomen hyperfijnstructuur der CI- kernen in het ESR-spectrum van een kopercentrum in
ND 4 Cl moet worden geconcludeerd tot bijmenging van lx 2 - y 2 >in de
13z 2 - r2 >grondtoestand.
J. R. Pilbrow et al., Phys. Stat. sol. 20, 225, 1967.

IX
De aanname dat de fluxwervels in een type II suprageleider een stijf rooster
vormen als het aangelegde magneetveld het bovenste kritische veld nadert,
vereist een andere interactie dan die welke normaal wordt aangenomen tussen
de wervellijnen.
N. Tsuda et al., Phys. Letters 22, 712, 1966.

x
De veronderstelling dat de evenwichtswaarde voor de gallium vacatures in
GaAs nog is behouden voor die Zn concentraties waarbij de diffusiecoefficient
van Zn in GaAs niet meer monotoon afhankelijk is van de Zn concentratie, is
aan bedenkingen onderhevig.
H. C. Casey et al., Phys. Rev. 162, 660, 1967.

XI
Voor het verkrijgen van betrouwbare bepalingen van de recombinatie-generatie
snelheid aan het oxyde-silicium oppervlak uit de afhankelijkheid van de stromen door planaire diodes van de spanning op een "guardring", dient de rol
van de diffusielengte der ladingsdragers in de beschouwingen te worden opgenomen.
A. S. Grove et al., Sol. St. Electr. 9, 783, 1966.
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